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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Dissemination of Liberal Arts Software

Duke University Press
6697 College Station
Durham, NC 27708

Contact: Stephen M. Salemson
(919) 684-2173

PROJECT OVERVIEW
Even in the liberal arts, academic careers are being built on a

bedrock of publications in many media, including software. Yet most
commercial software for higher education merely automates existing
tasks--even the turning of pages.

"Educational software" can be said to embrace three categories:
productivity software, or student versions of word processors,
spreadsheets and database management systems; instructional programs
per se, like the ubiquitous computer tutorials that dominate the
public domain; and specialized programs by and for academic research
applications, advanced learning, and scholarly reference, which we
call scholarly software.

The National Collegiate Software division of Duke University Press
sought to provide a publishing model in which peer-reviewed, faculty-
written instructional and scholarly software for the humanities and
social sciences was treated with the same seriousness as monographs
and journal articles. Such software would help students learn in ways
which would be impossible without the computer while giving authors
the imprimatur their curricula vitae needed.

We learned that software publishing has less in common with book
publishing than we had hoped; that resistance to technology persists
at the grassroots level of university staffs as well as among users.
Although we distributed over 9,000 software packages to 1,000 colleges
and universities, we were over-optimistic about the pace of change we
could manage both within Duke University Press and among instructors
nationwide. After the FIPSE grant expired, all software products were
transferred to a commercial educational publisher.

PURPOSE
The mission of National Collegiate Software was to provide

development, testing, marketing and distribution assistance for
specialized software not supported by the private sector. We wanted to
seek out and publish the best faculty-authored microcomputer software
for teaching and research in the humanities and social sciences.

We saw ourselves leading the way for university publishing of
academic software and "electronic books," which promise to change
drastically and forever the operations of university presses.

We expected to play a vital role in the growing university
movement, spearheaded by librarians, to keep "knowledge property"
within the university community (as opposed to giving it away to
commercial publishing firms, which then sell it back at high cost to



_ the university).

BACKGROUND & ORIGINS
National Collegiate Software (NCS) was taken on in 1989 from North

Carolina State University, where it was had been a no-frills outlet
for faculty-authored liberal arts software. Run from a corner of an
associate dean's office, it fit well the name "clearinghouse": a wide
variety of software products in the social sciences and humanities
were distributed through an ever-expanding catalog, with little
support provided to either the authors or the buyers of the software.
Quality was uneven.

At the beginning of the grant the portfolio was still growing at
the rate of 12-36 new products each quarter, with the same number of
upgrades. One-third of the new titles and two-thirds of the upgrades
were developed in-house.

The Press took on the program with a commitment for the two-year
period of the federal grant, based on projections of financial
breakeven during that period. Additional staff hired included a
fulfillment clerk, and a software specialist to handle the more
technical matters.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
To position NCS for long-term growth, project director Paul Baerman

focussed efforts on fewer disciplines, dramatically improving the
quality of its portfolio and its manufacturing controls, its relations
with authors and customers, and its prospects. The name
"clearinghouse" was dropped to underscore the new concern with quality
and Duke's intention of adding value during all phases of the
publication process.

We initiated telephone support during normal business hours, and
added a technical support form to all manuals to encourage submission
of bugs uncovered by users.

Of course we had to sacrifice considerable revenue as we stopped
promoting most of our existing titles, limiting the portfolio to about
70 products, including over a dozen newly introduced pieces and
several extensively rewritten ones. Only in the winter of 1991 did we
reach a point where we could begin to concentrate on bringing in
revenues at a stepped-up level by abandoning the "commodity" approach
in favor of promoting strong individual titles one at a time. But it
was already too late.

Direct mail remained our main channel (virtually our only one)
though we wanted to explore personal selling at conferences and the
use of distributors. Published reviews of new and revised products
were often favorable but were simply a long time coming.

PROJECT RESULTS
In NCS's two years at Duke, the Press's national reputation and

credibility as an educational software publisher were increasingly
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well established among its customers.

A number of titles were reviewed favorably in national media, were
featured topics at panels at national meetings, and even won awards.

Still, our evaluation of the project as a whole must remain largely
anecdotal, since formal research on whether and how our software
improved learning, retention, or grades remained with our users, the
faculty around the country. But in our stated terms--the expectation
that we would break even--we failed.

We can take heart from the fact that we distributed over 9,000
pieces of faculty-authored software, many of which are now in regular
use at American universities and colleges and which will continue to
be updated by the authors and by William C. Brown, the commercial
publisher who now owns the National Collegiate Software portfolio.

Because of the association with Duke University Press, National
Collegiate Software conferred credibility on the honorable
intellectual task of writing software for teaching and research.

SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
The imprimatur of a university press, although customers do not

visibly react to it, often has a profound attraction for faculty
software authors whose work benefits from the credibility a peer
review process confers: truly, scholarly software is coming to earn
the respect that a book or article may if published through a
university press.

Because NCS software having usually retained most of the author's
own code, it could fairly be said to be his or her work rather than an
adumbration of something prepared by "hired guns". This was a source
of pleasure for authors, and a source of suspicion for customers.

"Micro-marketing," the ability to meet the needs of precisely
defined market segments almost to the level of the individual, was a
requirement if NCS's scholarly software was to succeed by any
yardstick; consequently, two of our most urgent initiatives for the
coming year were to have been the construction of a customer database
and the hiring of a full-time marketer.

At bottom, instructional software must prove itself as a cost
effective tool competing against overhead transparencies, lectures,
and textbooks. It "wins" only when it can free the instructor's and
class's time for more important tasks, or when it allows users to do
with the computer what they could not do without it--to go beyond
learning about sociology or political science, for instance, and
instead to do what sociologists or political scientists do.

The market both for scholarly and extended instructional software
favors a publisher with high standards, quality controls, a broad
network of collegial working relationships in academia, and a
reputation for excellence equivalent to that of a seasoned university
press. But it will take more time and resources than we had.

Executive Summary, page 3



Project Overview

As computer literacy among faculty increases, software is

becoming recognized as a legitimate tool in teaching and

research--even in humanistic disciplines traditionally reluctant

to embrace new technology. Careers are being built on a bedrock

of publications in many media, and some academics have received

tenure partly on the basis of their software publications. The

future will bring many opportunities for joint projects between

books, journals, libraries, faculty, and computing groups at

universities everywhere. But some areas lag behind.

Booming fields such as science and medical education receive a

great deal of attention from hardware and software companies;

high-end applications such as interactive video are common, and

competition abounds. One need only look at Optical Data Systems,

Videodiscovery, or The Voyager Corporation, all specialized

developers and distributors of interactive laser discs, for

evidence. Yet the social sciences and humanities, though their

professoriat is "computerized," feel like poor cousins when it

comes to innovative software: showy, state-of-the-art programs

designed for their unique needs are all but nonexistent, and the

high-tech world seems only to lend them its castoffs. Most

higher education software, as promulgated by commercial agents,

merely automates existing tasks. At worst, it automates the

turning of pages.

It is here that we sought to be a change-agent, to lead our

colleagues in scholarly publishing and on liberal arts faculties

toward a new dawn in which the computer would enable students to

learn in ways which would be impossible without the computer.

There was, we believed, a new class of software publisher sorely

needed in higher education: we had heard and read the countless

complaints about educational software's quality and paucity, and

we had a growing sense that not only scholarly publishing but

higher education itself might take years to catch up with the

FIPSE Report, page 1
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electronic revolution. What was wanted was an operation

different in kind from professional commercial developers like

Borland, Microsoft, or Lotus, whose eye must always be on the

main chance, the biggest market (e.g., elementary and secondary

schools), and just as different from commercial distributors who

add little value to the product. What was wanted was a

sympathethic and collegial publisher of innovative and

specialized work by and for faculty and their students, someone

to provide guidance, testing, packaging and marketing, manage the

review process, offer editorial services as well as technical

support to users--in short, a scholarly software press.

As high-powered desktop computers have become more affordable,

faculty, student, and classroom access to machines is

increasingly taken for granted. The demand for specialized

software has grown and is growing, especially in the neglected

areas of the liberal arts.

The market for scholarly software is currently being met

haphazardly, and sometimes not at all. Many of the needs that

research or reference software address are now met by sheer

legwork on the part of faculty or graduate students--a process

that is slow, inefficient, and expensive. That is, not using a

microcomputer at all is the chief substitute "product".

Yet we learned that software publishing has less in common with

book publishing than we hoped; that resistance to technology

persists at the grassroots level of university staffs as well as

among users; and that five years would have provided a more

realistic test than two years did, since the lead-times for

decision-making, reviews, and the institutionalization of change

are so lengthy. We were right about the needs to be met and the

trends to be considered, but we were grossly over-optimistic

about the pace of change we could manage both within Duke

University Press and among instructors nationwide. We

FIPSE Report, page 2
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distributed some 6,000 software packages to 1,000 colleges and_

universities in our two years of operations; we helped authors

gain credibility for a new kind of writing; but we did not break

even as we projected.

PURPOSE

. . . the mission of the NCSC is largely to provide development

and distribution of specialized software not supported by the

private sector," wrote Professor David Garson, the original

project director. "It is not only a publishing/distribution

service but also is a national resource for assisting faculty

authors with development and improvement of their work--a

national educational software initiative of direct and tangible

assistance to faculty authors all over the country."

While our sense of mission evolved over the term of the project,

one thing remained clear: we wanted to seek out and publish the

best faculty-authored microcomputer software for teaching and

research in the humanities and social sciences. Academia needed

it; we saw that we could do it.

Our goal was ambitious but straightforward: to change the face

of publishing and higher education by

1) bringing out 10-12 new titles each year in the disciplines

of political science and international relations, writing and

text analysis, economics, and statistics, acquiring a title

only after a rigorous assessment (including peer review for

academic quality, in-house testing, technical review, and

market review), with revisions to both software and manual to

meet NCS standards in full;

FIPSE Report, page 3
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2) evaluating each listed title periodically for decision on

whether it is worth major upgrade/revision or should be

dropped;

3) focusing scholarly software acquisitions activity on the

areas of research methods, quantitative and qualitative

analysis, and electronic reference tools;

4) focusing instructional software acquisitions activity on

multi-disciplinary programs that a student will use repeatedly

(beyond a single course);

5) leading the way for university publishing of academic

software and "electronic books," currently a popular novelty

item, but one that promises to change drastically and forever

the operations of university presses. We wanted to emphasize

peer review and our special role as a university publisher-

neither commercially driven nor out to sell the newest

hardware;

6) serving as an information resource for other universities

as they seek to find or create outlets for the distribution of

faculty-authored software;

7) covering all financial costs, without need for outside

support.

We expected to play a vital role in the growing university

movement, spearheaded by librarians, to keep "knowledge property"

within the university community (as opposed to giving it away to

commercial publishing firms, which then sell it back at high cost

to the university). The library community regrets greatly the

situation with scientific journals, and expresses futile wishes

that university presses would/could get involved in order to

provide price competition. For software, we hoped it was still

FIPSE Report, page 4
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not too late to turn the tide before it became purely a

commercial endeavor. The outcome of our project suggests either

than it was in fact too late, or that we were on the contrary too

early: we were forced, in the end, to sell our entire software

portfolio to a commercial textbook publisher to use as improved

ancillaries that would stimulate sales of printed books.

"Educational software" can be said to embrace three categories:

productivity software, or student versions of word processors,

spreadsheets and database management systems; instructional

programs per se, like the ubiquitous computer tutorials that

dominate the public domain; and specialized programs by and for

academic research applications, advanced learning, and scholarly

reference, which for convenience we call scholarly software.

There is a great deal of simple-minded instructional software,

much of it still promulgated by textbook publishers; but both

good teaching software and scholarly software are scarce because

programmers are rarely academic subject-matter experts, while

subject-matter experts do not have the time to learn programming;

and few software distribution mechanisms exist with reliable

channels into universities. Even when an academic overcomes the

obstacles to writing software, it's difficult for him or her to

pull together spare-time resources for managing a product

introduction, which would normally include considerable testing,

packaging, marketing, and editing.

There are large programs for the development of academic software

heavily funded by major hardware vendors (Apple, IBM, and DEC),

but the funding sources dictate (at least indirectly) that such

programs emphasize almost exclusively those products that will

help to sell the latest and fanciest (and most expensive)

hardware innovations.

FIPSE Report, page 5
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BACKGROUND & ORIGINS

National Collegiate Software (NCS) was taken on in 1989 from

North Carolina State University, where it was called The National

Collegiate Software Clearinghouse. Its origins lay in the

attempt to provide a no-frills outlet for any and all faculty-

authored liberal arts software for common hardware platforms.

Most sales are to higher education; NCS has not actively marketed

to high schools since 1989, though 3.5% of its sales still come

from this segment.

Run from a corner of an associate dean's office, it fit well the

name "clearinghouse": a wide variety of software products in the

social sciences and humanities were distributed through an ever-

expanding catalog, with little support provided to either the

authors or the buyers of the software.

"Nearly a thousand colleges and educational clients now use NCSC

software," founder David Garson reported in his FIPSE grant

proposal. "Gross revenues have grown from $8,000 in 1984-5, to

$23,000 in 1985-6, to $45,000 in 1986-7, and are projected at

$70,000 this year."

At takeover the portfolio was growing at the rate of 12-36 new

products/quarter, with the same number of upgrades. One-third of

the new titles and two-thirds of the upgrades were developed by

NCS itself. Dr. Garson believed this rate of growth could

continue at least to the point at which the operation would

become self-sustaining.

A combination of program growth and resource tightening at NCSU

forced Professor Garson to seek a new home for his program. He

obtained from Zenith a donation of computers and from the federal

Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education a two-year

grant for an "Executive Director," so as to enable the program to

survive financially without the extra resources that a Dean's

FIPSE Report, page 6
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office had. afforded. Professor Garson knew and trusted Duke

University Press as the publisher of the Social Science Computer

Review, which he edits, and did not want the program housed in a

computer center, since he felt strongly that the technical

aspects of the software would be overemphasized there.

To our university we argued that, despite the inevitable

fragmentation of this market with its many disciplines, there are

economies of scale and other advantages to centralization. For

instance, marketing could focus on associations that bring

together social scientists or humanists of many persuasions;

production could take advantage of generic packaging with

customized covers to lower average costs below those of a

narrowly specialized, one-product publisher. In short, it still

remains for some one player to bring together the resources and

commitment to develop an attractive, professional software

portfolio for the liberal arts that extends beyond the merely

page-turning tutorial. In the long term, we said, an academic

publisher willing to invest in the relationships and products for

this arena will own a small but solid, defensible niche.

The Press took on the program with a commitment for the two-year

period of the federal grant, based on projections of financial

breakeven during that period and the expectation that growth

would allow the Press to assume the Director's salary at the end

of that period. The Press's then Director and the Press's

Editorial Advisory Board were very enthusiastic about the

possibilities that the program afforded us, as the first

university press to begin distribution of academic software, and

although we were frank about the fact that the program as run at

NCSU lacked adequate quality controls, they endorsed our taking

on the program within the Press's Journals Division.

The grant began in February 1989, and the move to Duke was

completed on 1 July 1989. Paul Baerman was hired as NCS Director

FIPSE Report, page 7
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through a joint decision by Professor Garson and the_Press, after

an extensive search, and two more staff members were then added:

a fulfillment clerk, and in August, 1989, a software specialist.

Project Description

During the 20 months of Press operation, NCS made some dramatic

changes, only some of which we had envisioned when we took on the

program. These changes were made partly in response to a changing

environment, but particularly in response to the Press's and Paul

Baerman's insistence on quality over quantity, which made it

impossible for a three-person staff to work to our satisfaction

with the 265 titles then in the portfolio. The resultant changes

have in effect turned the program into a software publishing

operation rather than a "clearinghouse" (a word we have now

dropped from the name): Whereas all plausible submissions were

once accepted with few required revisions--many of them as

"shareware" or co-distribution arrangements--NCS now accepts

products only after a careful review process, including both in-

house and peer reviews and an extensive editing of both software

and manuals, and it only accepts titles for which NCS is the sole

publisher.

These changes were applauded by everyone from our software

authors--who have written a stream of supportive letters to the

Press's Director--to the Press's Editorial Advisory Board. A

somewhat embarrassing "clearinghouse" project (with manuals and

promotional materials full of typos and many annoying minor

glitches in the software) became a software publishing program

which we showed with pride on the Duke Press tables at national

academic meetings. A number of titles were reviewed favorably in

such national media as Choice, Teaching Sociology, Journalism

Educator, and Simulation and Gaming, as well as the computer

journals; our titles have been featured topics at panels on

academic software at such national meetings as the American

FIPSE Report, page 8
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Political Science Association and the_American Social Sciences

Association, as well as at computing conferences such as the

National Educational Computer Conference, the Association for

Computing in the Humanities, the Association for Computing

Machinery, and EDUCOM; and one (a "newswriting simulation"

entitled Bayshore Blast) won a coveted national award as "1990

Distinguished Software for Higher Education" from EDUCOM.

These changes were not made without cost, of course. We had to

rethink all aspects of the program, from author contracts to

packaging of the final products. Unwilling to market the many

titles that we took on from NCSU that were not up to our

standards, we sacrificed considerable revenue as we stopped

promoting most of our existing titles. We have eliminated

approximately 200 titles, and invested much effort into fixing

those that we retained. We actively sought new titles that would

meet our standards, and then have reviewed and revised thoroughly

(in conjunction with the authors and reviewers) the versions that

we received.

As a result, only in the winter of 1991 did we reach a point

where we could begin to concentrate on bringing in revenues at a

stepped-up level, by promoting strong individual titles one at a

time (as compared to the previous emphasis on a wide range of

titles--almost a "commodity" approach). It was already too late.

Direct mail remained our main channel (virtually our only one)

because it was cheap and its results measurable. Our key to

long-term success was to be intelligent development and use of a

"house list" which would let us swap names easily with

professional associations, etc. and to engineer response rates up

to five times higher than from a typical rented list.

We wanted to explore other channels such as personal selling at

conferences and the use of distributors, which some publishers

FIPSE Report, page 9
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had found useful. Conference displays have been shown to be an

effective method of generating sales. Having a computer demo

running in a booth (at a non-computer show) tends to increase

traffic considerably, and this is one area where great synergy

might have been possible with Duke University Press's books and

journals. Further, by allying and cooperating more closely with

computer users' groups in conference-sponsoring associations, NCS

can begin to find opportunities for joint mailings, grant

proposals, and invited talks. But our resources were simply too

skimpy.

Published reviews are also critical to long-term success and

recognition. Software acquisitions librarians, for instance,

rely on them almost exclusively. Here we fared better, and with

experience and patience (like book reviews, scholarly software

reviews appear as much as two years after publication) would have

done better still. Our titles received favorable reviews or

mentions in national media such as The Chronicle of Higher

Education, Choice, Teaching Sociology, Journalism Educator, and

Simulation and Gaming, as well as in both trade and education-

specific computer journals such as MacWorld, T.H.E. Journal,

Philosophy & Computing, etc.

As for pricing, we discovered that customer expectations vary

enormously. Some customers frankly expect to pay a price on the

order of $80-$100 and then make pirated copies of the software

for class and colleagues; a computer disk is so slight that

copying it seems like fair use under copyright law. Others

compare curricular software prices to the benchmark of textbook

prices, and assume that if they intend to use software within the

context of a course, then it must cost proportionally less than a

textbook.

At bottom, we think a low retail price (well under $30) may be

required for course-specific titles, while a higher one (perhaps

FIPSE Report, page 10
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up to -$200) could be supported for research-oriented titles.

A problem we should have given more thought to in advance was

that, given the rate of change in computer hardware, packaged

(i.e., not customized) software can last no more than two or

three years without being significantly revised or rewritten. A

single product can be repeatedly upgraded to include new features

and operate on new platforms, extending its life almost

indefinitely. Many software companies have made a virtue of

necessity, building a popular product line around a single core

program that is extended from DOS to Macintosh computers, say,

then to network versions, then re-released in a faster, more

powerful indigitation, and so on.

Publishers and authors who are unable to perform such upgrades

must reconcile themselves to providing a constant stream of new

titles instead, which costs them the benefits of name recognition

and often results in quality problems, or at least the perception

of quality problems. That's what happened to the original NCSC

and to its industry-funded competitors, the Apple Computer

Consortium and IBM's Wisc-Ware.

On the score of customer service, we quickly realized that since

the audience for higher education software includes computer-

literate people from many non-scientific disciplines as well as

computer novices, not only a friendly manual and packaging is

needed, but thorough and patient customer support. Commercial

software companies, such as those who market popular word

processors, have led users to expect phone support at least

during business hours. Many firms have 800 numbers for orders, a

few also for support; few in the educational arena have dared to

charge for such support, though vendors of productivity programs

(e.g., Ashton-Tate, Aldus) sometimes do, and quite stiffly. As

whole classes of programs become commodities (spreadsheets, for

instance), service revenue takes on increasing significance.

FIPSE Report, page 11
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PROJECT RESULTS

After moving to Duke, NCS focussed its efforts on fewer

disciplines, dramatically improving the quality of its portfolio

and its manufacturing controls, its relations with authors and

customers, and its prospects. When it became clear during the

1989-1990 fiscal year that a maintainable, high-quality portfolio

was needed to replace a large and unruly list of partially tested

software, the organization repositioned itself for long-term

growth. More than 100 titles were immediately taken out of print

or placed on a backlist (another hundred followed), a peer review

process was instituted, and quality control and customer support

were improved--all while holding revenues constant. The name

"clearinghouse" was dropped to underscore the new concern with

quality and Duke's intention of adding value during all phases of

the publication process.

North Carolina State University's limited-support policy

contradicted Duke's desire'for a high reputation, so NCS

initiated telephone support during normal business hours, and

added a technical support form to all manuals to encourage

submission of written bugs.

Although National Collegiate Software, as it existed at Duke

University Press, relied--like WiscWare--on faculty software

authors for most programming labor, unlike WiscWare it

administered a peer review process and performed extensive

internal reviewing, assisted with testing on different hardware

configurations, and edited or rewrote manuals.

One thing that did not change was NCS's manufacturing in

quantities of 1-10 units, as was inevitable with little room for

inventory. For high-priced and slower-moving scholarly software,

this production strategy is acceptable; instructional tools,

however, must be produced and sold in quantities of at least 100
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per year.

As NCS thus consolidated its actively marketed portfolio from 256

titles to 70 titles in the summer of 1990, total revenues

naturally dipped as unit sales fell from 2775 in 1989-1990 to

2334 in 1990-1991; but the robustness of individual products, now

being given considerably more product development and marketing

attention, boded well for the future.

In NCS's two years at Duke, the Press's national reputation and

credibility as an educational software publisher were

increasingly well established among its 1,600 customers.

Our evaluation of the project as a whole must remain largely

anecdotal, since formal research on whether and how our software

improved learning, retention, or grades remained with our users,

the faculty around the country. But in our stated terms--the

expectation that we would break even--we failed. Again,

Professor Garson: "The intended outcome and the evaluation

criteria are very clear in this instance: that the revenues of

NCSC continue to rise . . . at or better than the rate

experienced during 1984-1988 [25 -30% per year], resulting in a

level of revenue which would fund all direct aspects of the

NCSC."

We can, however, take heart from the fact that we distributed

over 9,000 pieces of faculty-authored software, many of which are

now in regular use at American universities and colleges and

which will continue to be updated by the authors and by William

C. Brown, the commercial publisher who now owns the National

Collegiate Software portfolio.

Following is a breakdown of the numbers of titles distributed.

FIPSE Report, page 13
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Discipline Titles '88-'89 '89-'90 '90-'91 Total

Anthropology 20 184 259 232 695

Authoring Systems 11 21 31 2 65

Datasets 15 168 148 195 526

Economics 29 323 393 428 1173

English 21 21 10 1 53

Geography 10 0 79 126 215

History 7 56 113 63 239

Interdisciplinary 48 336 427 329 1140

Languages 20 178 249 509 956

Philosophy 15 67 82 85 249

Poli Sci 17 129 242 272 660

Psychology 11 136 272 105 524

Sociology 11 247 238 206 702

Statistics 45 521 682 619 1867

TOTAL 280 2387 3225 3172 9064

Because of the association with Duke University Press, National

Collegiate Software conferred credibility on the honorable

intellectual task of writing software for teaching and research.

We know of three instances where our authors cited their

publication of software with us as an important factor in their

obtaining tenure, for example. Many reviewers as well as authors

felt they could list their work with us on curricula vitae.

SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS: Recommendations

Our university press would have chosen, had we been able to

continue, to make scholarly software its first priority, followed

by "extended instructional software." Inherently more

interesting than one-time tutorials, it is also more valuable to

the student and the academic community, it would let NCS use its

network of contacts appropriately for peer review and revision,

FIPSE Report, page 14
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and ithas the staying power for courses taught every semester or

every year to help NCS toward its long-term goal of self-funding.

The imprimatur of a university press, although customers do not

visibly react to it, often has a profound attraction for faculty

software authors whose work benefits from the credibility a peer

review process confers: scholarly software is coming to earn the

respect that a book or article may if published through a

university press.

Finally, since NCS software usually retains most of the author's

own code, it can fairly be said to be his or her work rather than

an adumbration prepared by "hired guns".

"Micro-marketing," the ability to meet the needs of precisely

defined market segments almost to the level of the individual,

was a requirement if NCS's scholarly software was to succeed by

any yardstick; consequently, two of our most urgent initiatives

for the coming year were to have been the construction of a

customer database and the hiring of a full-time marketer.

Over the next two to three years NCS would have broadened its

scope to include electronic publications and electronic reference

tools in these and related liberal arts disciplines, replacing

older titles and letting others go out of print for a total of 50

products. Windows versions of selected titles would have been

released, with ten to twelve new titles or editions issued per

year; within three to four years of its publication every

software title is expected to be heavily revised or dropped.

At bottom, the utility of computing is ever more important than

its novelty: instructional software must prove itself as a cost

effective tool competing against overhead transparencies,

lectures, and textbooks. It "wins" only when it can free the

FIPSE Report, page 15
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instructor's and class's time-for more important tasks, or when

it allows users to do with the computer what they could not do

without it--to go beyond learning about sociology or political

science, for instance, and instead to do what sociologists or

political scientists do.

Many tutorials and simulations are designed to be used only once,

and only in a particular course, but are quickly outdated or

replaced by substitute "products" such as supplemental reading or

TA question-and-answer sessions. The best extended instructional

software, on the other hand, may span several courses and two or

three disciplines. It is a multi-use tool for tinkering, not

just a book in a more entertaining format.

The market both for scholarly and extended instructional software

favors a publisher with high standards, quality controls, a broad

network of collegial working relationships in academia, and a

reputation for excellence equivalent to that of a seasoned

university press. But it will take more time and resources than

we had.

FIPSE Report, page 16 BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Duke University Press
Books and Journals

6697 College Station, Durham, North Carolina 27708

(919) 684-2173 Telex 802829 Fax (919) 684-8644

Bitnet DBOOKS@DUKEMVS

FIPSE GRANT FINAL REPORT

SUMMARY

The aim of this project was to take the National Collegiate

Software Clearinghouse (NCSC), a relatively small business being

run out of an Associate Dean's office at North Carolina State

University, and help it grow and become a viable operation. The

NCSC, which was unique at the time, made available to academics

at reasonable prices faculty-authored software for classroom use.

These were software programs of great interest to students and

professors alike, but which commercial publishers were not

motivated to take on, given their relatively limited market. In

short, these programs were analagous to the types of books and

journals published by most university presses. Unfortunately, the

project did not achieve a break-even point in the two years of

the grant, and its 170 software titles were sold to William C.

Brown in Dubuque, Iowa, a leading commercial publisher of

educational software.

(Catalogue with list of disciplines and software titles enclosed)

Stephen M. Salemson
Business Manager and Assistant Director
Duke University Press
6697 College Station
Durham, NC 27708
919-684-2173
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From the director . . .

Welcome, or welcome back! If you haven't seen our catalogs before, take a few minutes to have
a good browse: we're the only non-profit press with a division dedicated to publishing faculty-
authored microcomputer software for the liberal arts, and we think you're apt to find a few things
you'll like.

If you have seen us before, you'll notice we've made our catalog semi-annual instead of annual
so that we can bring you the newest material and latest information. Please give particular attention
to the half-dozen items marked with the symbol NE W , which include some really intriguing
work.

I'm extremely pleased to announce that we have our first EDUCOM/NCRIPTAL award winner
William E. Smith's Bayshore Blast, which you'll find under the Languages and Literature section.
At the head of that entry and twenty others, you'll notice the symbol A): this peer-review mark
of quality means that the title has been formally examined by faculty who found it worth using.
Our editorial board represents computer-using educators from many disciplines, and we have
listed this large and generous group of volunteers elsewhere in the catalog, underscoring the
symbiotic and collaborative nature of our enterprise. Our goal is for every title we carry eventually
to have been peer reviewed.

Other important news this semester can be covered in a few key points:

11' We have had to limit faculty to two exam copies at a time (unless they teach at Affiliate Member
institutions, which can request up to six) and the circulation period to 30 days.

0.- You will notice that we've included numbers and dates at the end of each program description
to help you determine whether you've got the latest version. The date generally refers to (a) the
most recent significant program revision; or (b) the date we first listed it in our catalog, which-
ever is later. In cases where a copyrighted program existed for some time before we published
it virtually unchanged, we have tried to list the copyright date.

IN- For the first time in about a year and a half, we've raised single-copy prices (though we've
held the line on most educational site licenses). Because more and more of our programs are
of interest to corporate trainers, government analysts, and business researchers, these are now
retail prices. If you're a teacher or student you need only identify yourself as such to get a 20%
educational discount, or 40% if you order three or more of the same item. After the single-
copy discount, our price increases average $3.73, or about the rate of inflation for the last
eighteen-month period. A few titles, especially public domain listings, are actually cheaper.

Now let me introduce my other colleagues.

Fred Jacome, our resident electrical engineer and tireless programmer, handles most of our soft-
ware development and technical support, working daily (and sometimes nightly) with authors,
reviewers, and customers to solve problems, pinpoint lacunae, and add value to every project
he touches. If you find a bug, write a neat new program that needs trouble-shooting, or have
a compatibility question, you're likely to wind up talking to Fred.

Cindy Foltz, the one truly organized person I know, is in charge of fulfillment: she can run a disk-
duplicating machine while printing labels while explaining policies while packing up a rush order;
and she laughs when I say I'd like to help automate her job. Infinitely adaptable and infinitely
patient, Cindy holds the place together and will probably answer the phone if you call.

Teresa Marshall has recently joined us as marketing coordinator: she rents lists, places ads, writes
copy, mails press releases, and generally gets the word out ten times faster than before. Over lunch
you can get her to turn from price elasticities to Christopher Marlowe without losing a beat.

Between us, we try always to provide you with the personal attention you need to get it done
right, and done quickly.

Paul Baerman
National Collegiate Software 24
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POLICY PAGE+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++.

Educational discounts on individual orders
When ordering, remember to identify yourself as a faculty member
or full-time student in order to receive a 20% educational dis-
count on single copies (site licenses are already discounted).
Orders for three or more regular copies of the same item qualify
for a 40% educational discount.

Site licenses
Available for most of our titles (the exceptions being shareware
and public domain items), site licenses let a single geographic
campus and its extension programs make any number of copies
of the software and documentation for use by full- and part-
time faculty and students during their period of employment
by or attendance at the institution. They may use it on or off
campus, though they are required to destroy their copy when
they leave the school for good.

Site licenses are perpetual. Level I pricing applies to two-year,
vocational, or community colleges; Level II pricing to four-year
colleges and universities. Please call us if you'd like to convert
existing annual licenses to perpetual ones.

Site license buyers should also consider our Institutional Affiliates
Membership program, discussed below, for further discounts.

Institutional Affiliates
Institutional Affiliate Memberships allow a campus to purchase
three perpetual site licenses and a one-year, individual (non-
library) subscription to the Social Science Computer Review for much
less than they would cost separately; members also have the right
to buy additional site licenses and class-sized orders (10+ copies)
at half price; members may further request up to six examina-
tion copies at a time providing they meet the usual conditions
(e.g., that a faculty member is contemplating adoption of 10+
copies or a site license).

It works like this: each campus selects a single liaison officer
typically the academic computing coordinator for liberal artswho
tells us where to send the subscription and selects any three
of our titles (other than shareware or public domain items) for
site-licensing.

Direct orders from the campus bookstore of an Affiliate need
not go through the campus liaison to obtain the half-price rate
for 10+ copies.

Again, level I schools (community and two-year colleges or
vocational schools) pay less than level H schools for a one-year
membership, but it's a good deal all around. See the form at the
back of this catalog for more information.

VISA/MasterCard order: CALL (919) 684-6837 to order. Mail order form aback.

1

Examination copies
No one wants to buy a pig in a poke. To faculty considering a title
for adoption (by our definition, 10 or more copies or a site license),
and only to them, well lend software for 30 days, by which time
they need to return it or place an adoption order. Just write us
on departmental letterhead giving the name of the course, semes-
ter offered, and number of students expected; then send it along
with $2.50 per title for shipping and handling. When demos are
available, we substitute them. Note that faculty of Affiliate Member
institutions may request up to six exam copies at a time; others
are limited to two.

Copy protection, copyright, and shareware
Our titles are generally not copy-protected, but they are copy-
righted, meaning they should be used like a book: if you license
only one, only one may be used at any time. If you make fur-
ther copies to give away or sell, will we catch you and prosecute
you? Probably not, but remember that you'd be violating pro-
fessional ethics, cheating your colleagues who authored the
software, and bilking a non-profit organization.

Public domain titles and shareware titles are partial exceptions
because their authors usually encourage you to copy and distribute
them for free. However, we distribute shareware for evaluation
only; its continued use requires that you pay to the author (not
to us) a registration or licensing fee. His, her, or their address
and expectations will be listed when you run the program.

Guarantee
Our disks will contain the programs we say they will, and will
do what we say they will do. But if you are dissatisfied with
them for any reason, return them in resalable condition within
10 days for a full credit of the purchase price absent shipping
and handling charges.

Beyond this, Duke University licenses and distributes all software
as is, with all defects if any, making no explicit or implied war-
ranties of its fitness for any purpose. Duke University shall not
be held liable for any damages, lost profits, lost savings, or other
incidental or consequential damages arising from the use ofor
inability to useits software.

Technical support
Fred Jacome, Cindy Foltz, or Paul Baerman will happily give
telephone support to titles listed in the main part of the catalog
or written support to titles from the backlist: if you can't solve
it by reading the manual, call us or use the technical assistance
form included with your documentation.

Of course, public domain and shareware titles are by definition
"user- supported;' which means you contact the author if anyone.
This difference is already reflected in their lower price, as is the
fact that shareware comes with no printed manual. There will be
instructions on the disk.
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ANTHROPOLOGY and ARCHAEOLOGY+++++++++++++++++++

Cultural Diversity Database, by Douglas R. White, University
of California-Irvine

World Cultures electronic journal distributes final versions of many
data sets through us, all based on their core "Standard Cross-
Cultural Sample," which covers approximately 1,265 variables
on 186 societies. This database is the student versiona self-
contained, menu-driven package covering 177 selected variables
pertaining to cultures in Africa, Eurasia, the insular Pacific, and
North and South America. Observations include data on poli-
tics, economics, sex and gender, socialization, religion, and
more. The included MAPTAB system allows menu-driven data
retrieval, listing, world and zoom mapping, cross-tabulation,
and saving output to disk. Version 3.1 (1987)
ISBN 0-8223-6037-3 $49.95
Level I educational site license $350
Level II educational site license $525
DOS
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Faculty and students receive a 20% educational discount on single
copies, or a 40% discount on three or more copies of the same
item.

Remember to identify yourself as an educator or student when
you call or write!

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Ethnographic Atlas, ed. Douglas R. White
This dataset comprises 103 variables from 1267 societies in Africa,
the Mediterranean, east Eurasia, the insular Pacific, and North
and South Americafewer variables but many more observations
than the above. Originally published in the journal Ethnology, its
more complex data include the specialization and sexual division
of labor; games; gods; language; marriage, families, descent,
and inheritance; castes and slavery; sexuality; polity; subsistence;
and the environment. MAPTAB, also included, allows data re-
trieval, listing, world and zoom mapping, cross-tabulation, and
saving output to disk. Version 2.0 (1988)
ISBN 0-8223-6263-5 (DOS or Mac) $44
Level I educational site license $350
Level H educational site license $525
DOS Mac

Human Relations Area Files Research Series in Quantitative
Cross-Cultural Data
Covering ethnographic data for some sixty cultures, these
volumes come in 6 formats to be compatible with SAS, SPSS,
CRISP, SYSTAT, our own Menu-Stats, and most other micro and
mainframe statistical packages allowing data import. Specifically,
the formats are Lotus 1-2-3, dBASE, SPSS/PC, comma-delimited
ASCII, SDF (column-aligned or fixed-format ASCII, used by
mainframes), and DIE. Codebooks are included.
All three $120
Level I educational site license $1000
Level II educational site license $1500
DOS

Volume I: General Cultural and Religious Data, ed. David
Levinson and Richard A. Wagner. These coded data on 103
variablesworshipping gods and ancestors, getting a living,
making war, getting drunk, committing suicide, observing
the culture socially and politically, dealing with complexity
and changeare a popular undergraduate teaching tool.
Version 1.0 (1987)

ISBN 0-8223-6080-2 $45
Level I educational site license $350
Level II educational site license $525
DOS
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Volume II: Death and Dying in the Life Cycle, ed. Anthony
P. Glascock and Richard A. Wagner. Includes 104 variables,
again across sixty cultures, on human birth, birth control,
infanticide, abortion, marriage, treatment of the aged, death,
dying, burial, and the afterlife. Version 1.0 (1987)
ISBN 0-8223-6081-0 $45

Level I educational site license $350
Level II educational site license $525
DOS

Volume III: Magico-Religious Practitioners and Trance States,
by M. Winkelman and Douglas R. White; ed. D. Levinson
and Richard A. Wagner. Data on 260 variables pertaining
to 115 magico-religious practitioners from 45 societiestheir
personalities and behavior, selection and training, relations
with the spirit world, healing, propitiation, altered states of
consciousness, and socioeconomic concerns. Version 1.0 (1989)
ISBN 0-8223-6082-9 $50
Level I educational site license $400
Level II educational site license $600
DOS

++++++++++++++++++++ + + + ++ ++ + +++++ + + ++++++ + + ++ + ++ +++

THE EDITORIAL BOARD
By volunteering to examine new software titles, members of our
editorial review board help shape the future direction of faculty-
authored software, extending the peer review process to this
important medium. (They also get to keep a copy of the soft-
ware they examine.) Reviews will not only be quoted in catalogs
and influence colleagues, but they sometimes result in invitations
to do a more formal review for publication in professional jour-
nals such as the Social Science Computer Review, also published
by the Duke University Press.

Interested faculty should write Fred Jacome, Duke University
Press, 6697 College Station, Durham, NC 27708, listing their
specialties and available computer hardware.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

VISA/MasterCard order: CALL (919) 684-6837 to order. Mail order form at back.

3

"The advanced analysis module is an excellent tool for using the
what-if approach to simulate almost any combination of descent,
marriage, and residence. . . . All in all, this is a good, versatile,
and apparently crashproof program. Advanced students and
professionals will get the most out of it . . ."
Dennis O'Neil, Palomar College, in Social Science Computer
Review

Modeling Systems of Kinship and Marriage, by Martin Otten-
heimer, Kansas State University
Using this simulation's computer-generated "kinship diagrams"
to compare, analyze, and explore seventeen different marriage
systems, students of crosscultural behavior are encouraged to
assess how different marriage rules affect social behavior, and
how they interact with descent and residence patterns. Though
it cannot handle multiple-spouse patterns, Dr. Ottenheimer's
program makes an excellent research aid in kinship analysis
based on social organization. Supports the IBM Proprinters,
Epson FX, Thinkjet, and Okidata. Requires CGA. Version
2.2 (1989)

ISBN 0-8223-6104-3 $37.50

Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS

IN THE DIAGRAMS OF THE MARRIAGE SYSTEMS, RESIDENCE IS INDICATED NITH

SYMBOLS BETWEEN THE SPOUSES. COUPLES WITH THE SAME SYMBOL RESIDE TOGETHER.

PATRILOCAL RESIDENCE

(husband's father)

MAIRILOCAL RESIDENCE

(wife's mother)",ts 4I.'?

44Z4----0
0

T441 'Z44 1214

AVIINCULOCAL RESIDENCE

(husband's nnther's brother)

r41F-11

AMITALOCAL RESIDENCE

(wife's father's sister)4.19

U ':I.4' 0 0 0
(A blank indicates that a couple resides with another not in the diagram.)
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DATASETS +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

PC datasets are formatted for Lotus, dBASE, SPSS, DIE SDF,
and ASCII comma-delimited. Macintosh datasets come in
EXCEL, DIE SYLK, comma-delimited and tab-delimited ASCII.

Datasets are not shipped with statistical or spreadsheeting
software. For inexpensive but powerful tools that students could
use to analyze these PC data, see our Menu-Stats and PC-
Datagraphics and Mapping packages.

Nations of the World Database, by National Collegiate Software
This teaching dataset covers 116 demographic, political, economic
and social variables on 111 developed and undeveloped countries.
Your students can use such items as GNP, nutrition, electoral
participation, fertility rate, population density, household size,
unemployment, and indices on democratization, civil disorder,
and homogeneity (for instance) to test hunches, stimulate class
discussion, generate paper topics, or learn the excitement and
limits of statistical analysis. These are not time-series data; all
were culled from 1980s sources. Version 1.1 (1988)
ISBN 0-8223-6107-8 (DOS) $37.50
ISBN 0-8223-6279-1 (MAC) $37.50
Level I educational site license (Mac or DOS) $250
Level II educational site license (Mac or DOS) $375
Mac DOS

Economy Data Disk, by National Collegiate Software
These annual U.S. time series data-consumption, investment,
imports and exports, inventories, government spending, GNP
for various sectors, income, savings, money, unemployment,
productivity, interest rates, consumer price index, and so on-
are taken from the 1989 Economic Report of the President. Ninety
variables cover 1939 to the present, another 33 cover 1956 and
later. Comes in all formats as listed above. Version 1.1 (1990)
ISBN 0-8223-6045-4 (DOS) $3150
ISBN 0-8223-6275-9 (MAC) $3150
Level I educational site license (DOS or MAC) $250
Level II educational site license (DOS or MAC) $375
Mac DOS

Year Gnp Constota Consdura Conondur Conservi Invetota Invnores
1939 91.3 67 6.7 35.1 25.2 9.5 6.1
1940 100.4 71 7.8 37 26.2 13.4 7.7
1941 125.5 80.8 9.7 42.9 28.3 18.3 9.7
1942 159 88.6 6.9 50.8 31 10.3 6.3
1943 192.7 99.5 6.5 58.6 34.3 6.2 5.4
1944 211.4 108.2 6.7 64.3 37.2 7.7 7.4
1945 213.4 119.6 8 71.9 39.7 11.3 10.6
1946 212.4 143.9 15.8 82.7 45.4 31.5 17.3
1947 235.2 161.9 20.4 90.9 50.6 35 23.5
1948 261.6 174.9 22.9 96.6 55.5 47.1 26.8
1949 260.4 178.3 25 94.9 58.4 36.5 24.9
1950 288.5 192.1 30.8 98.2 63.2 55.1 27.8
1951 333.4 208.1 29.9 109.2 69 60.5 31.8
1952 351.6 219.1 29.3 114.7 75.1 53.5 31.9
1953 371.6 232.6 32.7 117.8 82.1 54.9 35.1
1954 372.5 239.8 32.1 119.7 88 54.1 34.7
1955 405.9 257.9 38.9 124.7 94.3 69.7 39
1956 428.2 270.6 38.2 130.8 101.6 72.7 44.5
1957 451 285.3 39.7 137.1 108.5 71.1 47.5
1958 456.8 294.6 37.2 141.7 115.7 63.6 42.4

Crime Data Disk, by National Collegiate Software
These crime and corrections-related U.S. data for 126 variables,
aggregated by state, have proved to be popular ways of introduc-
ing undergraduates to political and social issues related to crime.
Variables cover various crime indices, rankings, homicide rates,
rapes, property crime, robbery, burglary, larceny, assaults (all
types), arson, motor vehicle theft, clearance rates, jail popula-
tions and their demographics, police and judicial staffs and
salaries, arrests, use of guns, and more. Again, our data can be
imported into virtually any statistics program or spreadsheet.
Version 1.1 (1988)

ISBN 0-8223-6034-9 (DOS) $3150
ISBN 0-8223-6274-0 (MAC) $3150
Level I educational site license (DOS or MAC) $250
Level II educational site license (DOS or MAC) $375
Mac DOS

State Data Disk, by National Collegiate Software
Includes 128 variables on the fifty states, the District of Columbia,
and U.S. totals, including such demographic, economic, political,
and social data as birth and death rates; races and population
density; spending on crime, health, education, and teachers'
salaries; migration, taxes, employment, political party member-
ship, abortion, aggregate crime stats, housing costs, infant mor-
tality, and life expectancy. All formats are available as listed
above. Version 1.1 (1988)
ISBN 0-8223-6165-5 (DOS) $39.95
ISBN 0-8223-6277-5 (MAC) $39.95
Level I educational site license (MAC or DOS) $250
Level II educational site license (MAC or DOS) $375
Mac DOS

+++++ 0+++++++++++++. +++. + + + + + + + + ++ +++0 ++ + + + +0+0++++

Faculty and students receive a 20% educational discount on single
copies, or a 40% discount on three or more copies of the same
item.

Remember to identify yourself as an educator or student when
you call or write!
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ECONOMICS and BUSINESS++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

"Top quality."
-William Yohe, Duke University

Grit Regional Input-Output Program-Teaching Version, by
Guy R. West, University of Queensland, Australia
An elegant student version of a commercial package, GRIMPT
demonstrates the various applications of input-output models
and the effects of modifying tables from the included dataset.
Within a menu-driven environment, students explore relation-
ships among dollar transactions, input-output coefficients, and
comprehensive regional product accounts. They can add new
sectors and aggregate old ones, adjust the table (using the RAS
bi-proportional technique), update it for relative price changes,
edit it cell-by-cell, transpose it to explore supply side input-
output relationships, and use it to assess inverse sensitivity and
the strength of forward and backward linkages. They can con-
duct impact assessments, display and calculate multipliers using
either open or closed model formulations, and generally explore
all the applications of the basic I/O framework with a very few
keystrokes. Data files, except for the included sample model for
Brisbane, Australia, cannot be imported or saved. Requires 1 drive,
512K. Version 6.2T (1989)

ISBN 0-8223-6294-5 $39.95
Level I educational site license $320

Level II educational site license $480

DOS

Sector Amount (0 value added

Agricul 48908 2.4
Mining 84877 4.2
Constru 108828 5.4
Manufac 578548 28.7
TraTran 292035 14.5
Service 624825 31.0
Other 261212 12.9
Other 19162 0.9

Total 2018395 100.0

SECTORAL DISTRIBUTIONS
US_1977_7, ($m)

Press any key

o

E

VISA/MasterCard order: CALL (919) 684-6837 to order. Mail order form at back.
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o MACMOD: A General Macromodeling Framework Program,
by Peter Taylor, University of Bristol, England
MACMOD, a small but flexible tool for tinkering, uses the Gauss-
Seidel algorithm to enable mounting, solving, and experimenting
with simple macroeconomic simultaneous equation models.
Students investigate and experience the processes of model con-
struction and simulation, beginning with 3-equation, 8-equation,
Holden's 6-equation, and Klein 1 models that are mounted and
ready to use. This program requires BASICA or GWBASIC.
Version 1.0 (1989)

ISBN 0-8223-6296-1 $29.95
Level I educational site license $200

Level II educational site license $300

DOS

32 ITERATIONS

VARIABLE c< SOLUTIONS »

NO. NAME SOLN. -2 SOLN. -1

1 CONS 44.99578
2 INVESTMENT 1.251936
3 WAGES1 28.74137
4 NAT.PROD. 45.14771
5 PROFITS 13.55441
6 CAP.STOCK 184.0519
7 PROFITS-1 12.7
8 WAGES2 2.7
9 CAP.STOCK-1 182.8
10 TAXES 7.7
11 GOVT.SPENDING 6.6
12 TIME 1921
13 NAT.PROD-1 43.7

44.99789
1.252064
28.74297
45.14995
13.55492
184.0521
12.7
2.7
182.8
7.7
6.6
1921
43.7

CURRENT

4228.32
-149.0946
5214.375
11857.53

-988.7557
33.70545
12.7
2.7
182.8
7.7
7786
1921
43.7

14 TAXES-1 3.4 3.4 3.4
15 WAGES2-1 2.7 2.7 2.7

rt6d6T1=15 reset variable, 0. solve model, -1 move toinortAl4T.a? 'men., '3-iW471
TYPE CODE:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

++++++++++++++++++++ + + + ++ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ++

Borland International of Belmont, CA has generously donated
administrative and testing software used by National Collegiate
Software.

+4+ +++++++ +++ + + 4. 0 4, + ++++++++
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1988-89 Outstanding Academic Books /Nonprint Materials

"A solid production worthy of Michael Lovell's professional
reputation, this software is also solid gold for its price."
C.J. Tale le, Columbia State Community College, in CHOICE

ODEconolab, by Michael Lovell, Wesleyan University
The main module enables a student to experiment with and see
the results of macroeconomic policies on the simulated economy
of EconoLand: users manipulate tax rates, government spending,
money supply and/or interest rates to find policy combinations
for full employment without inflation. The program simulates
the multiplier effects on GNP, tax revenue, depreciation, dispos-
able income, and consumption resulting from an increase in
government expenditures or a tax cut, and illustrates the results
of a simultaneous increase in expenditures and taxes undertaken
in order to preserve a balanced budget. Included are OLIGOPOLY,
a simulation of oligopolistic competition, and both student and
instructor manuals. Public Domain. Version 9.3 (1989)
ISBN 0-8223-6271-6 $29.95
DOS

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Faculty and students receive a 20% educational discount on single
copies, or a 40% discount on three or more copies of the same
item.

Remember to identify yourself as an educator or student when
you call or write!

0 + + + 4. 4. + + 0 0 + + + 0 4. + 0 + + + 0
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SIMULATIONS

Making Charlie's Chocolates, by Jeffrey L. Rummel, Duke
University

In this production planning simulation, students compete for
profits by intelligent manufacturing scheduling at Charlie's Choco-
late Factory. Over the 20 periods of the simulation, each master
scheduler encounters demand fluctuations for five product lines:
with limited production capacity, he's free to reject special orders,
but accepting them might be at the cost of shipping late to a
good customer or foregoing next period's high-margin "surprise"
order. The winner will be the student who best analyzes the
economic tradeoff between holding, setup and backorder costs,
and products with different profit margins. The program out-
puts decisions and results to the printer or a file for later review;
the instructor can set parameters so each student will see differ-
ent random demand, or so all face the same pattern. Requires
DOS 2.1 and only one drive. Version 1.0 (1990)
ISBN 0-8223-6299-6 $49.95
Level I educational site license $400
Level II educational site license $600
DOS

MSG: Detailed Profit and Loss Statement
Period: 1

4.40,870b:W-BOTh'nillg-I.OenearY,' '550-
] Production 0

Demand 500
j Ending Inventory 50

08 Mints Beginning Inve'ntory 0

1 Production 600
Demand 600
Ending Inventory 0

Eqiii741 Beginning Inventory , 0
Production 1,000
Demand 1,000
Ending Inventory o

V.84.0.IDDFO' Beginning inventorY 0

Production 200
Demand 200
Ending Inventory . 0

C2444#4a..... Beginning Inventory 0
Production '0
Demand
EndlpgjoventoNy_ 0,1

rSalee 4,000
Cone 0

ICarrYing/Piat06e , 5",-,,

Net Contribution: 3,995
iSiles , 47200-
!Coat 'k .,i - 2:400
L.C9F.F.Y.1,19,...9,6_Du-,...,............S.

." .. " Net Contribution: 1,800
rSales 10,0001

'lL.=4:000

q-n9/184t0D.4.......-1.-PJ
Nat Contribution 6,000

"aisles "_ ------772.'000 l
LCoat .660 i

ca,ryingie..t_Due___ pj
Net Contribution 1,200

Sales 0-
Coat .i ,: 0

""Y "1:rEaL;,,Li-.:'

IT::::::';:-71-21a1551-1IO:' -4-443: 10,595

Simulating the U.S. Economy, 1915-1946

Three hands-on econometric models with fully accessible under-
lying equations and quarterly data tables for actual values of
nominal GNP, price level, unemployment rate, M1 supply, ratio
of currency to demand deposits, bank failure rates, and so on.
Various simulation experiments allow advanced undergraduates
or graduate students to view the effect predicted by varying
exogenous policy variables in the modelthe discount rate and
the monetary base, federal expenditures, exports, and housing
supply all can be manipulated. These programs require CGA.
All three $80
Level I educational site license (all three) $550
Level II educational site license (all three) $750
DOS

3 11.
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Simulating the U.S. Economy during World War I, by
William P. Yohe, Duke University and James L. Butkiewicz,
University of Delaware
This econometric analysis and tutorial on the 1915-1922
period features recently re-estimated GNP and unemploy-
ment rate data. Students view underlying equations, com-
pare the model with actual data, see the effects of altered
policies, spending and exports, and print quarterly data.
Version 2.0 (1989)

ISBN 0-8223-6282-1 $39.95
Level I educational site license $250

Level II educational site license $375
DOS

Simulating the Great Depression, by William P. Yohe
A model of the U.S. economy from 1929 through 1933, with
all the features that characterize this brilliant series. C.J. Talele
writes in CHOICE: "Yohe's final product is of uncompromis-
ingly high quality, which should provide good student mental
training." The Anderson-Butkiewicz article on "Money, Spend-
ing, and the Great Depression" is reprinted in the manual
with permission. Version 2.0 (1986)
ISBN 0-8223-6145-0 $39.95
Level I educational site license $250
Level H educational site license $375

DOS

Simulating the U.S. Economy during World War II, by William
P. Yohe

An econometric analysis and tutorial on the 1939-1946 period,
with output and features like those of the other programs in
this seriesgraphic display of the model's fit for this period,
explanations of log-linear regression, experiments with mone-
tary policy, government spending and exports, and explicit
equations. Version 1.1 (1987)
ISBN 0-8223-6147-7 $39.95
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS

Policy Simulations with a New St. Louis Model, by William P.
Yohe, Duke University
The neoclassical "monetarist" model of the U.S. economy orig-
inally built by the Research Department of the Federal Reserve
Bank of St. Louis has here been re-estimated to account for sub-
stantial velocity changes accompanying financial deregulation
in 1985-87. With a banking and monetary policy sector grafted
onto the model, the advanced students for whom this software
is intended can conduct monetary policy by setting the values
of policy instruments (e.g., open market operations), and may
also simulate the impact on the economy of fiscal policy and
exports over the 1988-90 period. Requires CGA. Version 1.0 (1988)
ISBN 0-8223-6138-8 $37.50
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS

7

RESEARCH AIDS and TUTORIALS

"This is a very well documented program that allows the instruc-
tor to present this package to a group of students with variable
computer backgrounds. . . . A very good teaching package."
Ellen S. Vasu and Michael L. Vasu, North Carolina State University

NEW Project Analysis Using Lotus 1-2-3, by Frank Garland and
On David A. Harpman, Colorado State University

Even students with no prior computer experience will enjoy
learning how to use Lotus for project analysis (cost-benefit analy-
sis) as taught with this package. Originally written for a four-
week course at the International Center for Agricultural and
Resource Development, the kit includes a 90-page manual and
accompanying spreadsheets covering NPV, IRR, benefit-cost
ratio, one- and two-way sensitivity analysis, and simulation
using spreadsheet macros and user-defined menus.

32
VISA/MasterCard order: CALL (919) 684-6837 to order. Mail order form at back.

Its 11 exercises start with DOS basics and proceed all the way
to macro-writing, breaking up the material into manageable,
self-contained segments which any student with an understand-
ing of simple algebra and the time value of money can master
at his or her own pace. User must own Lotus 1-2-3 version 2.2
or less. Version 3.0 (1990)

ISBN 0-8223-6312-7 $49.95
Level I educational site license $500
Level II educational site license $750
DOS
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C + I + G: Introduction to Macroeconomic Modeling, by Frank
Vorhies, University of the Witwatersrand
A menu-driven introduction to macroeconomic modelingmore
comprehensive than MACMODincluding tutorials and exer-
cises with ample graphs on consumption, savings, investment,
income, government, taxation, and the multiplier effect. We
include Lotus 1-2-3 files for the instructor who wants to manipu-
late the equations or macros, and a compiled version for those
who don't own Lotus but just want to turn students loose for
experimentation and review in the lab. Graphics capability and
320K are required. Version 1.2 (1987)
ISBN 0-8223-6015-2 $49.95
Level I educational site license $350

Level II educational site license $525
DOS
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Also by Frank Vorhies
D=S: An Introduction to Microeconomic Modeling
These easy-to-use, menu-driven tutorials, which do require Lotus
1-2-3 (release 2 or higher), cover models of supply and demand,
price ceilings and floors, revenue curves, and price elasticity for
introductory microeconomics courses. As they manipulate num-
bers and graphs, students very quickly grasp the underlying
model. Future plans include a compiled version for those who
don't own Lotus. A graphics card and 320K are required.
Version 1.0 (1987)

ISBN 0-8223-6042-X $37.50
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS

EcoTutor, by Lester Blum, Colgate University
A set of integrated Hypercard stacks with over 300 graphs and
diagramssome with animationon basic micro- and macro-
economic concepts, EcoTutor complements any standard intro-
ductory textbook and is easy to navigate using "review topics"
cards that return to a quick outline of each stack. Topics covered
include supply and demand, elasticity, revenue and cost concepts,
market structures, competitive equilibrium, imperfect competi-
tion, oligopoly and monopoly, circular flow of income, income
and employment, consumption and saving, investment and the
multiplier, and monetary and fiscal policies. Requires 1M RAM
and HyperCard. Version 1.1 (1989)
ISBN 0-8223-6273-2 $42.50
Level I educational site license $300
Level II educational site license $450
Mac
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"I really like the way the material is presentedit is simply
superior to the way ordinary texts do it, and I think students get
a better understanding."
William Yohe, Duke University

NEW VisuaLearning Intermediate Microeconomics, by Sandford
F. Borins, University of Toronto, and Cheryl B. Gladstone, York
University

This software illustrates concepts in intermediate microeconomic
theory by means of sophisticated two- and three-dimensional com-
puter graphic displays. Complicated two-dimensional diagrams
such as the decomposition of a price change into income and
substitution effectsare built up layer by layer on the screen,
accompanied by explanatory text, rather than being presented
in their entirety as in textbooks. Thus students need not contin-
uously go back and forth between text and diagrams.

The authors turn to three-dimensional graphics to present con-
cepts such as production and utility functions (e.g., a production
function with capital and labor on the horizontal axes and output
on the vertical axis), stimulating student interest and enhanc-
ing their comprehension by using a baseball diamond analogy.
Diagrams are drawn almost instantly on the screen, and stu-
dents may choose different parameters of the functionsdifferent
coefficients of labor and capital, for instance.

Concepts covered in the software (and discussed in the accom-
panying handbook) include utility theory, income and substi-
tution effects, derivation of demand curves, Cobb-Douglas and
CES production functions, economies of scale, cost minimization
and output maximization, short and long run average and mar-
ginal cost curves, profit maximization, and dynamics of demand
and supply. This software can be used to very good effect in
classroom sessions where the instructor has a PC with a pro-
jection screen, or in an electronic classroom, or for self-study
in the student lab. Requires 512K. RAM, CGA/EGA/VGA, and
a hard drive. Available for spring 1991 semester.
ISBN 0-8223-6314-3 $59.95
Level I educational site license $500
Level II educational site license $750
DOS

Q

K

Press N for Next page, P for Previous, or Page

Press M to return to Main menu

Page: 7. of 16.

3rd Base Fan's View

Production Function:

Q = L".57 K".43

Isocost Plane:

$211= $1 "L+ $OK

First base line:
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Third base line:

Capital
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Vertical Ms: Output
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GEOGRAPHY and MAPPING++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

"Ken Hinze's new Electronic Atlas program provides three-
dimensional analytic graphing with unprecedented ease of use.
It will be a wonderful teaching tool for student projects in any
course on state and local government, policy analysis, social
problems, research methods, and many others."
G. David Carson, North Carolina State University

NEW Electronic Atlas: United States, by Kenneth Hinze, Louisiana
On State University at Shreveport

Ten minutes after sitting down with this software for our home
state we were so engrossed that we wrote off the rest of the after-
noon. Sociologist Kenneth Hinze has mapped, at the county level,
all 180 uncopyrighted variables from the Bureau of the Census's
County and City Data Book. Menu-driven so students can instantly
call up choropleth maps or fishnet maps, check scatterplots and
simple correlations, and compare data for selected counties, the
atlas lets them pursue hunches, confirm relationships, and end-
lessly explore socioeconomic patterns for their state or region
capturing images, if they want, using Word Perfect's GRAB
program (or others) for later printing or presentations.

The data cover demographics and vital statistics, crime, educa-
tion, income, housing, employment, agriculture, manufacturing,
construction, wholesale and retail trade, government and the
service economy. The graphics are limited to CGA, and these
are boundary maps, not containing city names or topographical
features. Each state is self-contained, comes with its counties
map and a whole-U.S. (by state) file for comparison purposes.
Requires DOS 3.1, 256K RAM, one drive and a CGA card. Hard
disk required if you order the whole country. Version 1.0 (1990)
ISBN 0-8223-6311-9 (one state) $39.95
1-4 additional states, each $10.00

5 or more additional states, each $7.00

All 50 states (requires hard disk) $99.95
Level I educational site license (10 or fewer) $400
Level H educational site license (10 or fewer) $500
Level I educational site license (more than 10) $500
Level II educational site license (more than 10) $600
DOS

California avg.: 11.2 per 100

U.S. average: 13.1 per 108

Births to Teenage Mothers

by County

1,vo

high 25z

next 25X

next 251

low 25%

VISA/MasterCard order: CALL (919) 684-6837 to order. Mail order form at back.
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Electronic Atlas Shell, by Kenneth Hinze, Louisiana State
University at Shreveport
This package helps the student or researcher make and publish
a user-friendly electronic atlasfrom, say, local election results
by ward over time, neighborhood demographics, or marketing
information. Its automated software for mapping and simple
statistical analysis produces thematic choropleth maps, 3-D trace
maps, and scatterplots, letting you create a free-standing, visual
statistical abstract for your users. Comparable commercial pack-
ages cost hundreds, but if you're willing to use monochrome
choropleth maps and to trace your own boundary files, you'll
find this software a good building block. This package does not
contain data or maps (except one extensive regional example)
of the United States, the world, or anywhere. Requires DOS 3.1,
256K, and CGA card. The mapmaker (but not the end user)
must also own our PC-Datagraphics and Mapping, listed in our
Research Methodology and Statistics section. Version 1.0 (1989)
ISBN 0-8223-6292-9 $39.95
Level I educational site license $350

Level H educational site license $525
DOS

Mapsets, by James Taylor, Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Here are three sets of outline maps by a professional geographer
Mapset: U.S (by county), Mapset: Europe (by province, etc.), and
Mapset: World (by nation)with which to create custom maps for
instruction and research, or export boundary files for editing in
graphics packages such as Pizzazz or PC-Paint. The user selects
which states or countries to include/exclude, and zooms, captures
screens (using WordPerfect's GRAB.COM, for instance) or plots
(to an HP 7475a). The programs require 512K RAM, a hard disk,
and an EGA card; we recommend an 80286 or 80386 processor.
Version 1.2 (1989)

Mapsets (all three)

ISBN 0-8223-6254-6 $99
Level I educational site license $750
Level II educational site license $1125

DOS

Mapset: U.S.

ISBN 0-8223-6252-X $39.95
Level I educational site license $300

Level II educational site license $450
DOS

Mapset: Europe

ISBN 0-8223-6251-1 $39.95
Level I educational site license $300
Level II educational site license $450

DOS

Mapset: World

ISBN 0-8223-6253-8 $39.95
Level I educational site license $300

Level II educational site license $450

DOS

34 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Geographic Names and Information System, by Robert Sechrist
and James Taylor, Indiana University of Pennsylvania
The user can retrieve, list, and generate maps of named features
from the U.S. Geological Survey's GNIS Database File, or add
to the list and map, by latitude and longitude, whatever features
or sites interest him or herhistorical, demographic, etc. You
can execute wildcard searches (e.g., map all towns with "Lake"
in their name), use Word Perfect's GRAB.COM to capture images,
or plot on an HP 7475a. The package comes with data for one
state of your choiceremember to specify which state when you
order! The government did not always do a thorough job in
collecting data, but the database is open-ended so you can turn
it to good account. The program requires 512K, a hard disk with
one 1.2M (high density) drive, and an EGA card. Not available:
Colorado, Tennessee, Arizona. The demo is free on request with
any order. Version 2.1A (1989)
ISBN 0-8223-6260-0 $69.95
Level I educational site license $500
Level II educational site license $750
ISBN 08223-6280-5 (demo) $5
DOS

000000000++++0+0+++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++0+++0+

Faculty and students receive a 20% educational discount on single
copies, or a 40% discount on three or more copies of the same
item.

Remember to identify yourself as an educator or student when
you call or write!

+++++++++++++++++++++++++0++++++00000+++++++0+++++
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Geographic Names and Information System State Data Disks
Additional state data disks for the GNIS system (except Colorado,
Tennessee, and Arizona) may be ordered separately.
ISBN 0-8223-6280-5 (specify state) $32.50
Level I educational site license (all same state) $250
Level II educational site license (all same state) $375
DOS
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HISTORY+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

FAMSIM, by Stephanie Bower, Indiana University Southeast
This thought-provoking simulation lets student researchers
explore the impact of demographics on family structure by gen-
erating a probable sequence of family events (births, marriages,
deaths) under user-specified demographic conditions. FAMSIM
displays the family structure graphically in a dynamic model
which changes with each event, prints a list of the sequence
of events, and analyzes the family history in terms of the dura-
tion of certain conditions. Using the included batch files, users
can generate a series of family histories under the same initial
assumptions, selecting the most "typical" outcome to probe its
underlying implications for past or present societies. Requires
256K, 2 drives or hard disk, printer. Version 1.0 (1989)
ISBN 0-8223-6270-8 $42.50
Level I educational site license $300
Level II educational site license $450
DOS
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"The rewards that [Spain] offers for historical insights and ideas
for other models are significant, especially for medievalists."
John E. Weakland, Ball State University, in History Microcomputer
Review

AAncient and Medieval Models, by Stephen Hueston, New
Worlds Software
Intended as rich examples for those learning to program social
models, these four programs come with BASIC source code so
you can modify and build upon them. Spain, which models
medieval economic and political history in Islamic and Christian
Spain from 900 A.D. to 1080 A.D., comes with a more advanced
version called Medieval Model. Fertile Crescent models the devel-
opment of the ancient Near East, 9000 B.C. to 1500 B.C., while
Ashes to Ashes is again a more advanced version for the same
period. All require 1 drive, BASICA or GWBASIC, and a color
monitor. These are not games or student programs, but will
be of great interest at the professional or graduate level only.
Version 2.0 (1989)

ISBN 0-8223-6060-8 (Fertile/Ashes) $35
ISBN 0-8223-6152-3 (Spain/Medieval) $35
Both pairs $60

DOS

See also Political Science; Sociology

36

VISA /MasterCard order: CALL (919) 684-6837 to order. Mail order form at back.
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See also Political Science; Sociology

INTERDISCIPLINARY+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Duke University Press: National Collegiate Software Fall-Winter 1990 Catalog

Test Construction Kit, by Scott Meier, SUNY-Buffalo
Generate, administer and score your printed or on-line tests and
questionnaires with up to 600 items! You write the test and let the
computer do the tedious work of grading: this program supports
on-line presentation of instructions, multiple formats (including
true/false, multiple choice, Likert, and 80-character open-ended
questions), and subscale scoring. The instructor can password
score results for security, tabulate frequencies and percentages
for individual responses, and include eight demographic ques-
tions. We recommend a printer and two drives (or hard disk).
In general, this is an excellent all-purpose test-generating program,
though if you plan extensive statistical analysis of resulting data,
or if students are to use the software in a Research Methods
course, you should consider our Student Enquete or Survey I
programs. Version 2.75 (1988)
ISBN 0-8223-6174-4 $39.95
Level I educational site license $300
Level II educational site license $450
DOS

Test --> MATH Main Menu

Creating Your Test

1 1

I 2 )

I 3 1

I 4 1

Instructions

Items

Responses

Scoring

Your Choice?

<Enter> - Next Page
Page 1 of 3

Quizmaker: On-line Definitions Reviews and Matching Drills,
by G. David Garson, North Carolina State University
These time-savers for easy authoring of interactive computer
drills support both a two-column, twenty-item "matching quiz"
format (in which the order of the 20 items is different each time
the program is run) and a multiple choice "definitions review"
format (in which incorrect multiple-choice answers are randomly
pulled in from the pool of correct answers to other questions,
thus saving time during the test creation phase). Quizmaker,
which comes with several sample quizzes on organizational
behavior and American politics, requires only one drive. Version
3.0 (1989)

ISBN 0-8223-6300-3 $35
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS

Conversational Reviewer, by G. David Garson, North Carolina
State University
Interactive tutorials created with this authoring system scan end-
user input for keywords to let students "converse" with a his-
torical figure, a character, or an author. The instructor uses a word
processor to compose quotations from the book, commentary
on the quotations, and keywords, which the program automat-
ically assembles. This kind of non-linear, interactive tutorial
seems to lend itself to a "great books" approach; indeed, the
extensive example included is a simulated conversation with
author Douglas McGregor regarding concepts in his classic work
on the human relations approach to management, The Human
Side of Enterprise. Version 1.1 (1988)

ISBN 0-8223-6026-8 $37.50
Level I educational site license $300
Level H educational site license $450
DOS

The Expert
A conversation on Human Relations with Douglas McGregor

Based on The Human Side of Enterprise'

Available Topics:

security
Theory X
authority
influence
social science
management science
Taylor
Gulick
authority
democracy
performance
systems
need hierarchy
Maslow
MBO
decentralization
Argyris
health
Use Ti to Scroll

[ouglas McGregor: Let's talk about p.34 where I said:
ecause of this supposed human trait of dislike of
ork, most people must be coerced, directed,
hreatened with punishment to get them to put forth
dequate effort toward the achievement of
rganizational objectives.

[o comment on what Douglas McGregor said:
his is the second of 3 defining assumptions of
heory X. McGregor disagreed with this, of course.

[our response? Isn't McGregor attacking a straw man
here, or were these ideas taken seriously in social
science and management?

FlwOuit II F2- Review Mode II F3- CONVERSE MODE II

Teaching is Easy: Courseware Authoring System, by Theodore
Lewis

This vintage authoring system, which runs on virtually any PC,
lets you create your own computerized lessons (with a running
score if you like) without the need to know how to program or
remember complicated combinations of keystrokes. A simple
interface helps you create a series of text screens that your stu-
dents can work through at their own pace. Options include
scorekeeping, letting users start in the middle, and temporary
branching to remedial screens. The included runtime module
will handle both color and mono, but specify one or the other
for the authoring system. Version 1.2 (1986)
ISBN 0-8223-6171-X $37.50
Level I educational site license $300
Level II educational site license $450
DOS

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
30
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC TOOLS

CITES: WordPerfect Macros for Bibliographies, by Barry
Wellman, Cyndi Rottenberg, Susan Sim, and N. Scott Wortley,
University of Toronto
If you use WordPerfect 4.2, 5.0 or 5.1 to develop your manuscripts,
these macros will go a long way toward automating the process
of making a bibliography. Cites searches your text for all author-
date citations, sorts them alphabetically, then searches your master
bibliography to retrieve matching citations and allow you to add
citations not already found there. Version 1.2 (1988)

13

The Writer, by G. David Carson, North Carolina State
University
We call it The Database that Writes a Book. The user inputs
an outline of her research or manuscript, then enters notes as
in a database, using the program to help keep work organized
(or to reorganize it easily). You can output on demand the table
of contents, the book to date, a keyword index, and a bibliog-
raphy; modify the outline on the fly, or shuffle notes and sections
with a couple keystrokes. One favorite application is for writing
courses, where The Writer can help students find and develop
their thesis using preliminary ruminations or journal entries
as keyworded "chapters." Requires hard disk. Version 1.11 (1988)

ISBN 0-8223-6020-9 $37.50 ISBN 0-8223-6194-9 $45
Level I educational site license $250 Level I educational site license $350
Level II educational site license $375 Level II educational site license $525
DOS DOS

Resnoter: A Bibliographic Manager and Research Note
Retrieval System, by Andrew R. Gilpin, University of Northern
Iowa

For tracking and retrieving bibliographic references and associ-
ated research noteswhen composing papers based on many
sources, say, or when maintaining a personal annotated bibli-
ography or reading listthis text-based management system
can't be beat for its price. Resnoter lets the user specify complex
logical combinations of search targets, constructs indices on target
words or phrases, and directs filtered output to the screen, line
printer, or ASCII file. Version 1.0 (1987)

ISBN 0-8223-6135-3 $49.95
Level I educational site license $350
Level II educational site license $525
DOS

1 RESNOTER - Selection
BLOCKS: 13

Mode
Mode

SEARCH:K 6 R CASE- TOTAL
F1>Directory F2>Index
F5>Select Format F6>Examination

Mode 1

FILE:model
F3>Show ASCII File F4>Define Concept
F7>Copy Selected FB >Print Selected

_ii_Scan_Target
1>GILPIN

((Blocks
2

A B 1 Scan Target
-95CHILB

((Blocks
9

A B

2>GLANVILLE 1 10>PARENT 6

3>BUNDT 1 11>DEVELOPMENT 4

4>KODERA 0 12>ANDROGTNT 5
5 >BEM 2 13>SEX ROLE 1

6>BAUMRIND 1 14>AMERICAN 0

7>FNERN 0 15>GENETIC 1

8>JOURNAL 5

TOTAL SELECTED: 0 CONCEPT TOTALS: A (Undef). 0 B (Undef). 0
SELECTED: ALL (A) (B) (A OR B) (A OR Br (A AND B) (A AND Br

Choose whOhertmelect.vconcept..,or concept,,coTbinaffq
Define seleetioli: kit the space bar CO highlight next alternative;
Hit <ENTER> to set the selection as highlighted.
Atelif 00kk IN 01,Ei:ARE-ISELECTED 1 -'-''' ..r., J*.c,,,...,,co......,(

I. 38

The Writer: Notes Data Entry Screen Record Number 1

Enter location for note (enter 0 if not applicable):
Chapter: 1126 Section: rliq Subsection: LL2 Sub-subsection: rErq

Name of note contributor:
.

Source (ex:Smith, 1987a): Arowniii4;,;P.90 LJ?,
Pages: 288,1'4r7,77-

Enter up to five descriptor keywords:,
Keyword 1: marriage
Keyword 2: child-rearing
Keyword 3: employment
Keyword 4:
Keyword 5:

Sequence number: 1000

Note Type: E/
1 - narrative; 2 - quotation with commentary;
3 quotation; 4 - case study; 5 - definition;
6 - table/fig.; 7 test items; 8 annotated bibliography

VISA/MasterCard order: CALL (919) 684-6837 to order. Mail order form at back.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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LANGUAGES and LITERATURE++++++++++++++++++++++++++

ENGLISH and JOURNALISM

The Metaphor Machine: A Free-Verse Primer and Basic Writing
Aid, by Joel Epstein, University of South Carolina, and Peggy
Epstein
Encouraging basic or remedial writing students to work creatively
with words, this menu-driven package helps them write free
verse in nine rigid syntactic formats that drive home a single
sustained image or point. Students' recognition of parts of speech
is quietly reinforced along the way, and they can be entertained
and inspired by computer-generated "poetry" matching each
of the formats. The instructor can modify the computer's pool
of words and phrases. Includes extensive teacher's guide. We
recommend a dot-matrix printer. Version 1.0 (1990)
ISBN 0-8223-6297-X $37.50
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS

Pre-Writing, by Joan Hocking, Pennsylvania State University
at Mont Alto
Assisting with the invention stage of writing, Pre-Writing helps
high school or remedial composition students formulate topics
and writing strategies in description, narration, analysis, com-
parison, and other categories. Using brainstorming and organiz-
ing techniques in a directed way, the software helps eliminate
a little of the frustration students feel when they try to think up
a thesis without a methodology for approaching the paper. We
recommend a printer and color monitor. Version 2.0 (1986)
ISBN 0-822306126-4 $37.50
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS

EDUCOM
NCRIPTAL

1990 AWARD

"Perfect for inexperienced writers because it makes them think
about every element of the lead. . . . Bayshore Blast IS a blast,
and it represents a major improvement over groundbreaking
simulation games . . . "
Gale Wiley in Journalism Educator

lt3Bayshore Blast, by William E. Smith, Northeastern University
The aspiring student journalist works against a tight deadline to
piece together tomorrow's front-page story about a mysterious
and violent explosion in downtown Bayshore. Which witnesses,
victims, and officials should be interviewed? What questions can
be skipped? The multiple choices represent reportorial judge-
ments, not right or wrong decisionsbut there won't be time
to talk to everybody! The student finds her way from site to site
on a city map, takes notes on the fly, and "phones in" her piece
to the editor, who evaluates its lead for key elements and suggests
revisionsall within the program.

The story can be saved or output for later grading, and extensive
user recordkeeping allows the instructor to use this software for
research purposes as well. Requires Macintosh Plus/SE/II with
1M, system 6.0.2, two drives or hard disk. Version 1.0 (1990)
ISBN 0-8223-6293-7 $49.95
Level I educational site license $400
Level II educational site license $550
Mae

Mdli of the Greater Bdushute Med

Welcome to Bayshore

Bayshore Bulletin

The car ( ) shows where you are
Click on a destination name to go there

33
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FOREIGN LANGUAGES

Fleece: Computerized German, by Sofus Simonsen, North
Carolina State University
With 9 disks of computer materials for introductory German,
Fleeces menu-driven matrix of 180 tutorial and practice units
uses color, graphics, and animation to make learning and review
not merely painless but interesting. From any point in the prac-
tice units the student can access tutorials, vocabulary aids, or
help units, resuming where she left off. Utilizing progressively
more German and less English, the programs offer extensive
corrective feedback, brief grammatical overviews, and, for the
instructor, student record management. Fleece requires a color
display; some users with Novell networks have had problems.
Demonstration disk is free on request with any order. Version
1.0 (1987)

ISBN 0-8223-6062-4 (floppy) $100
ISBN 08223-6063-2 (hard disk) $100
ISBN 08223-6064-0 (network) $300
ISBN 08223-6065-9 (demo) $5
Educational site license (either level, any version) $300
DOS

Computer Exercises for Business Spanish, by Estelle Irizarry,
Georgetown University
Designed to be used either independently or with a textbook,
this program includes exercises on 18 topics using the terminol-
ogy, documents, and practices of business Spanish. Its fill-in
templates (for WordPerfect or any ASCII-importing word proces-
sors) provide hours of instruction, drill, or review: students type
their answers and verify them by lowering the cursor, or may
use each file as a "study sheet" without entering answers.
Version 1.0 (1988)

ISBN 0-8223-6023-3 $37.50
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS

0+00 ++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Faculty and students receive a 20% educational discount on single
copies, or a 40% discount on three or more copies of the same
item.

Remember to identify yourself as an educator or student when
you call or write!
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Greek Practice, by Dale Russell Bowne, Grove City College
Fifteen HyperCard stacks on five disks aid practice of vocabu-
lary and grammatical forms using an "electronic flash card"
format which complements any textbook or course on classical
or biblical Greek. Flexibility of choice in the forms to be practiced
is fundamental for all of these drills, which let students tackle
vocabulary, for instance, either with pre-set frequency groups
or a user-defined set of words. The vocabulary stack contains all
words which occur more than ten times in the Greek New Testa-
ment; grammar stacks include nouns, pronouns, adjectives, verbs,
and principal parts; and two additional stacks permit users to
create their own flash cards.

Greek Practice is intended for (1) beginning Greek students who
need to develop their recognition of vocabulary and inflected
forms; (2) intermediate Greek students who want to review and
increase their familiarity with inflections, vocabulary, and prin-
cipal parts, and (3) anyone who wishes to refresh their Greek
skills. Requires Macintosh Plus with hard disk and HyperCard
1.2 or higher. Version 1.0 (1990)
ISBN 0-8223-6316-X $69.95
Level I educational site license $400
Level II educational site license $600
Mac

GREEK PRACTICE

Personal

Possessiue

Reflevive
Relative

Indefinite Relative

Demonstrative

Interrogative
Indefinite

Reciprocal

ycli

ctin-cis

aily5c 5. Pronouns

n0TO

4.6s. a Os
iii.t&T epos 0 Lp.ir epos

4tcurro0 0' ECCUTO0 EallT00

0 6s O

6arts O T

OZTOS CILITII T OCIT 0
kKEIVOS ICE(1,T1 &EI.V0

O6e i16E TO 6c

E T( s TC

TIS DTI.

fiXAliAOIV eLAAIIMOV CakriXan,

RESET

QUIT
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PHILOSOPHY and RELIGION++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Philo the Logician, by R. G. Wengert, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign
An aid in teaching and learning truth-functional logic, Philo deter-
mines whether student formulas are logically equivalent to the
correct one, and expresses both the student formula and its own
as an English sentence. For the instructor, it tabulates the frequency
of mistaken formulas as well as allowing changes to the supplied
exercises. This package took second place in the 1988-1989 Phi-
losophy Software Contest sponsored by the Philosophy Docu-
mentation Center. Version 2.0 (1987)
ISBN 0-8223-6119-1 $32.50
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS

TUTORIALS

Following Arguments, by Daniel Lyons, Colorado State
University
This set of fifteen computer lessons in critical thinking, for logic
and research methods courses, nicely covers a number of key
topics: assessing arguments in standard form, translating claims
to standard conditional or categorical propositions, finding con-
clusions, identifying, reconstructing, and judging conditional
or disjunctive arguments, conversions, and categorical syllogisms,
identifying necessary and sufficient conditions, diagramming
argument chains, and pointing out fallacies. Plausible answers
receive customized error messages, and many lessons require
full-sentence answers. Version 1.0 (1987)
ISBN 0-8223-6066-7 $39.95
Level I educational site license $300
Level II educational site license $450
DOS

SO YOU THINK THAT
WE WON'T FORECLOSE AT LEAST UNTIL YOU'RE OUT OF BED.

--IS TRANSLATED AS --

IF YOU ARE OUT OF BED

THEN WE FORECLOSE

IS THIS LOGICALLY THE SAME AS YOUR ANSWER? TYPE YES/NO:
Y

NO--

'AT LEAST UNTIL' LEAVES UNSETTLED
WHAT WILL HAPPEN IF AND WHEN

YOU DO GET OUT OF BED...
PLS.TRY AGAIN...BUT FIRST...

ittss-AtItkOrl

Initiation to Structural Exegesis, by Daniel Patte, Vanderbilt
University
These extensive, interactive tutorials lead students through four
lessons and ten exercises on the structural exegetical method.
Users identify the theme of a religious text by comparing the
beginning with the end, identify the characteristics of the text's
religious teachings, identify the convictions of the author(s), and
classify those convictions by categories of characters deduced
from the text. Subjects include John 4:4-42 and 10:1-18, Luke
24:153, The Book of Thomas, a section of the Rule of the Com-
munity of Qumran, and a passage of an early rabbinic text, the
Mekilta. The multi-disk set may be used alone or with Structural
Exegesis for New Testament Critics (Fortress Press, 1990). The dem-
onstration disk is free upon request with any order. Though it's
text-based, this software requires a monochrome graphics adapter
or color graphics adapter. Version 3.2 (1990)

ISBN 0-8223-6295-3 $59.95
Level I educational site license $500
Level II educational site license $750
Demo
DOS

An Introductory Lesson on John 10:1-18 23/31

Jesus, the "good shepherd,' as MEDIATOR performs a good (EUPHORIC) action on

behalf of the "sheep" (BELIEVERS) he 'lays down (his] life for the sheep"

(which is repeated, in one way or another, five times in this brief unit).

Jesus performs this positive action of (his] own accord" (10:18); i.e. Jesus

is QUALIFIED as having the * to lay down his life for the BELIEVERS.

FEEDBACK WINDOW: A QUALIFICATION: WILL or KNOWLEDGE?

Press-)

41
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POLITICAL SCIENCE+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

"Compared to other international microcomputer simulations
currently available, INS4 is probably the best for teaching
purposes in a university setting . . . when examining a broad
spectrum of global relationships . . . with the goal of concen-
trating on decision-making components."
Robert Mandel, Lewis and Clark College

Iti Inter-Nation Simulation IV, by Bahram Farzanegan, Kevin
Fitzpatrick, and Friend Skinner, University of North Carolina at
Asheville
Divided into decision-making teams and assigned to prototype
nations, students negotiate, trade, avert (or wage) war, and try
to control their economies while keeping constituents satisfied
so they can retain office. Between rounds they study news and
spy reports in class, run micro-simulation forecasts to aid in
decision-making, and try out their political influence in meet-
ings with friends and enemies. This new, more elaborate version
of our popular courseware, based on Harold Guetzkow's classic
model of international relations, includes statistics libraries for
various scenarios ("Embargo," "Landlock," etc.), some taken from
real world politics; these scenarios can be loaded from disk, or
instructors create their own. The author suggests allowing at least
8 class periods for this elaborate and stimulating microcomputer-
assisted roleplay; in a pinch a simulation run could be managed
with only one computer shared by all in turn, since it's what
happens in students' real-time negotiations that counts. Requires
512K, hard disk, printer.

Colleagues often ask us to summarize the respective strengths
of this simulation and Chinese House Game, to which we say,
"INS IV, which needs 512K RAM and a hard disk, is completely
menu-driven and has excellent prepackaged scenarios, but it does
force the instructor to enter the students decisions manually
into the 'master'; Chinese House Game, which needs only 256K
RAM and two floppy drives, is partially menu-driven and relies
strictly on newly created scenarios, but it lets the computer
handle the chore of incorporating students' inputs." Both require
the instructor to spend some time with the manual and software
before introducing it, and to budget several class sessions for the
simulation run. Version 1.01 (1990)

17

Scenario TEMPO Nation ALGO

BUDGET FORM

Old
Budget

Alowable
Change

New
Budget

CI% Capital Investment ..120% max) 13 t2%
CS% Consumption 73 ±2% )72

FC% Military 10 ±4%
ROD% Research ( 5% max) 4 ±14
DL% Decision Latitude ...(10% max) 0 ±10%

MILITARY BUDGET FORM - 45 BCs to allocate.

FCC
FCN
BCdef-BC
BCdef-N

FCC-Int

Conventional Force Capability '45

Nuclear Force Capability
Conventional and Civil Defense
Nuclear Force Protection 45

% of FCCs reserved for Internal Control .... 0

Cannot exceed 30%
Press END when you are finished distributing BCs.

This is a computerized simulation that helps the participants to
understand a wide range of phenomena: the nature of the inter-
national system; the role of the national decision maker; the
process through which complex systems evolve and how they can
be manipulated; the way in which decisions influence processes
of social, political, and economic development; and cooperation
and conflict in a context of different developmental goals. . . . It
is, overall, an intriguing and cleverly thought-out simulation.
Simulation and Gaming

iChinese House Game, by James Lee, American University and
Data Resources Inc
As described in the April 1989 Academic Computing, this inter-
national relations simulation for many players, each representing
a country or faction, provides a vehicle for learning the tradeoffs of
hands-on global politics. Again, it is based on Harold Guetzkow's
classic model: users try to maximize social, political, and eco-
nomic well-being in an atmosphere of differing development
goals and unequal distribution of resources. Runs well on low-
end 256K machines but requires DOS 3.1 or higher and a printer.
See also the Inter-Nation Simulation IV entry. Version 1.1 (1988)

ISBN 0-8223-6086-1 $49.95 ISBN 0-8223-6019-5 $49.95
Level I educational site license $350 Level I educational site license $300
Level II educational site license $525 Level II educational site license $450
DOS DOS

42
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AMERICAN POLITICS

Presidential Campaign!, by G. David Garson, North Carolina
State University
With over seven billion "paths" to the Oval Office, Presidential
Campaign! pits the student against the computer in a simulated
race based on actual statistics for 1988, 1984, or 1980 (or a hypo-
thetical "level playing field"). The candidate controls advertising
buys and fundraising efforts state by state, regionally, or on a
national scale, and he or she can commission polls and study
a map of which states are going for whom. But the would-be
President has more to worry about than just budgets: candidates'
decisionson allocating other campaign resources, managing
his fractious staff, interpreting polls, reacting to current events,
recovering from gaffesdrive the results, which can range any-
where from being wiped out to winning by a landslide. Random
events, newspaper headlines, and plots threaded through the
game also affect electoral outcome given the historical propen-
sities of each state. The "right" answers often depend on your
party, whether you're an incumbent, and what you've already
said.

Numerous political science studies and journalistic analyses under-
lie this instructive model; in fact, comments and bibliographic
feedback tie the player's decisions to a larger body of professional
literature on electoral campaigning than you will find in most
textbooks. Some decisions have consequences that build over
the course of the simulation, escalating out of control, while
otherseven bad onescan be overcome by careful come-backs.

The program includes student record management features,
a research mode for assessing performance across user popu-
lations, ten instructor-modifiable and eight user-modifiable
parameters. The instructor can choose to have each player face
the same decisions and random plots, choose whether the simu-
lation run should contain enough material for just one class
period or several, and much more. Requires DOS 3.1, a 31/2"
drive or a hard disk. We strongly recommend a printer and
CGA monitor. Version 1.0 (1990)
ISBN 0-8223-6298-8 $59.95
Level I educational site license $470
Level II educational site license $720
DOS

0 538
Electoral Votes

FEEDBACK:

Illinois, Ohio, Michigan, and N
states in terms of electoral votes.
in the big states. In order of popu
are: CA-47, NY-36, TX-29, PA-25, IL

Mean State % for FRED JACOME

Prior Mean: 27.76%
Mean Now: 30.01%

All went Republican in 1980 and 1 .

Political scientist Raymond Tatalovich, studying campaigns in
the 1932-76 period, found both parties, especially Democrats, spent
more time in large states. Size of electoral vote outweighed whether
or not the race was close, a major factor in smaller states.

As you press a key, the Means Display window will be closed.

latLei] 2o,/10 3kEANS 4SURVEY 5MAItlj 6PRINT4 7SPENOji BLOCKED 9SAVEjD loopATi
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Congress and the Presidency, by Jeremy R. T. Lewis, Lehman
CollegeCUNY
This simulation features two interactive role-plays: "Freshman
Member of Congress," focusing on interactions (sometimes un-
pleasant) needed to secure services for one's district in the Bronx
during the first week after assuming office (the incumbent had
fallen in a corruption scandal); and 'Presidential Policymaking,"
on organizing the Executive Office at the beginning of a term.
These little simulations make good matter for class discussions
without attempting to usurp the place of a textbook or lecture.
With simple Lotus-like menus and multiple-choice decisions,
advice and feedback from the computer, and short reading lists,
each can be run in one class period. The program requires 384K
RAM. Version 1.01 (1988)

ISBN 0-8223-6025-X $34.95
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS

See also Research Methodology and Statistics; Datasets;
Geography and Mapping; Economics and Business

++++++++++ + + +++++++++++++++ + +

Faculty and students receive a 20% educational discount on single
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item.
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CALL FOR SOFTWARE
National Collegiate Software invites submissions of liberal arts
microcomputer software for higher education. Authors of software
accepted for publication receive ongoing royalties as well as the
satisfaction of seeing their work made available from a scholarly
press throughout North America. At this time we are soliciting
material for PC (DOS-based) and Macintosh platforms only.

Inquiries should be addressed to Paul Baerman, Duke University
Press, 6697 College Station, Durham, NC 27708 (919) 684-2173
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PSYCHOLOGY++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

"McMinn has produced an interesting piece of computer soft-
ware . . . good at the level it is designed foran adjunct to
college courses in ethics."
Choice

"The important message of this software is that institutions and
social structures place professionals and people in situations
where they must make decisions that may have serious negative
implications no matter which path they choose to follow."
Jennifer Friedman, University of South Florida, in Teaching Sociology

lEthics Case Study Simulation, by Mark R. McMinn, George Fox
College
This simple authoring system for text-based branching simulations
comes with three examples, two related to ethical decision-making
in psychology for undergraduate use. The first deals with con-
fidentiality in a clinical setting; the second probes the ethics of
planning, executing, and reporting research. An additional simu-
lation, by G. David Carson, introduces students to Machiavellian
writings and ethics by asking them to advise a medieval prince.
Note: the included ethical simulations do have "right" answers,
but the system can be used to author others that do not. Version
1.1 (1989)

ISBN 0-8223-6053-5 $39.95
Level I educational site license $250

Level II educational site license $375

DOS

Feature Positive Effect, by W Kirk Richardson, Georgia State
University
In this experiment for courses in introductory psychology,
research design, experimental psychology, and human learning,
a subject sees two trigrams, one of which is labelled "good," and
must decide what rule makes them "good:' Nine variables are
under the instructor's control. Version 1.0 (1988)
ISBN 0-8223-6058-6 $37.50
Level I educational site license $250

Level II educational site license $375

DOS

** FEATURE POSITIVE EFFECT PARAMETER SELECTION ***
Fl-Next row, F3- Change value, F5- Default values, F7-Run, F9-Exit

Parameter Current Value Possible Values

Mode
Sound
Feature
Condition
Trials
Inter-trial Interval
Feedback Interval
Vowel
Window Color

Color
Off
A
Positive
10
6

5

Yes
Brown

Color / Monochrome
On / Off
Any Character
Positive / Negative
1 -99
0 -99
0 - 99.
Yes / No
Black / Brown

MODE. Select Monochrome for a high resolution monochrome screen
such as the IBM monochrome monitor. Select either Color
or Monochrome when using a color or a composite monochrome
screen. Monochrome gives small characters 180 column mode);
Color gives larger characters (40 column mode).
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Siminteract, by Donal E. Muir, The University of Alabama
This simulation of experimental research using a stimulus-
response model lets the user create a data set of parameters
defining individuals, then run a computer simulation of their
social interactions. In the six simulations we provide, the com-
puter can play one, all, or none of the actors while the user
plays those remaining. Public domain, with 38-page booklet.
Version 1.2 (1987)

ISBN 0-8223-6144-2 $32.50
DOS

Attribution Theory, by Jerry Neapolitan, Tennessee
Technological University
Teaching the basics of attribution theory using vignettes and
hypothetical situations to illustrate points and test comprehension,
this tutorial covers Kelley's model of causal attribution, attribu-
tions for success and failure, and biases in making attributions.
Version 1.0 (1988)

ISBN 0-8223-6008-X $3250
Level I educational site license $250

Level II educational site license $375

DOS

MemLab, by Harold R. Strang, University of Virginia
This menu-driven package contains six lab exercises illustrating
how simple memory aids (mnemonics) can impact the short-term
retention of symbols and words. Individual performance feed-
back is provided participants, and the resulting class-performance
tables and graphs can be used as classroom demonstrations.
Requires 720K drive or hard disk. Version 1.0 (1988)
ISBN 0-8223-6102-7 $35
Level I educational site license $250

Level II educational site license $375

DOS

The Stroop Effect: Experiment in Cognitive Psychology, by Joel
Epstein, University of South Carolina
These two exercises allow students in introductory courses to
experience the Stroop Effect, a classic 1935 experiment on auto-
matic processing of information by the brain. Requires CGA
display. Version 1.0 (1988)

ISBN 0-8223-6168-X $32.50
Level I educational site license $250

Level II educational site license $375

DOS

4 4 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY and STATISTICS+++++++++++++

SURVEY TECHNIQUES

Student Enquite, by Pierre Corbeil and Francois Larocque
This is commercial-quality survey software in a version limited
to 50 questions and 100 respondents. Menu-driven and with
well-designed output, Enquete offers non-specialists a superb
tool for creating and analyzing printed questionnaires, tests or
polls. It allows multiple-response (but not open-ended) items,
calculates statistics and chi-squares, generates SPSS-compatible
data files, and comes with a 140-page manual. Requires 640K,
two drives, 80-column printer. Version 2.2 (1989)

Survey I, by G. David Carson, North Carolina State University
Designed for hands-on learning of survey research, Survey I
allows a student to create instruments with up to twenty struc-
tured and two open-ended items; to add, edit, and delete data
on survey respondents; and to output a codebook (with or with-
out frequencies), raw responses in SDF or on forms, frequencies
in bar chart form, two-way 2-by-2 tables with chi-square and 8
measures of association, and a text file of open-ended responses.
The program accommodates as many respondents as your disk
will hold. Version 1.0 (1988)
ISBN 0-8223-6169-8 $39.95

ISBN 0-8223-6049-7 $49.95 Level I educational site license $250

Level I educational site license $350 Level II educational site license $375

Level II educational site license $525 DOS
DOS

v)- Create a questionnaire

Print a questionnaire

Quit

++++++++++++++++++++ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ++
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been provided courtesy of Zenith Data Corporation, a leader in
educational computing.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++00

Faculty and students receive a 20% educational discount on single
copies, or a 40% discount on three or more copies of the same
item.

Remember to identify yourself as an educator or student when
you call or write!

++++++++++++++++++++ + ++ ++ + ++ + + + +++ + + + + + + + + + + + + + ++ ++

SURVEY: OUTPUT 5050

Survey on the Death Penalty

A. Output questionnaire

B. Output codebook with frequencies

C. Output frequencies in bar chart form

D. Output crosstabulations

E. Output raw survey responses

F. Output items 1 - 20 to data file (SDF format)

G. Output open responses 21 - 22 to content analysis file

Q. Quit to main menu

Please select (A G, 0):

"In general, students should have a very pleasant fete-it-fete
with ATTSIM."
John W. Murphy, Arkansas State University, in Teaching Sociology

ODAITSIM, by Malcolm J. Grant, Memorial University of
Newfoundland
Attsim simulates the attitude survey processwith an emphasis
on item selectionfor classes on public opinion and survey re-
search. Public domain. Version 1.1 (1987)
ISBN 0-8223-6009-8 $28
DOS

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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TOOLS FOR TEACHING

General Forecaster, by G. David Carson
This menu-driven software can help non-programmers generate
hypotheses in the exploratory stage of research or policy analy-
sis by regressing up to 17 variables simultaneously, and showing
the interrelationships when any one of them changes. In a class-
room setting, General Forecaster instantly demonstrates the simple
or cumulative effects of any variable on any other, using either
an included sample data set or the instructor's. It could be very
helpful in getting public policy students, say, to grasp intuitively
what multiple regression is about. Were the user proficient in
writing spreadsheet equations and macros he could construct
this kind of model in Lotusbut why bother? Imports Lotus
PRN and fixed-length fielded ASCII files. Version 1.2 (1986)
ISBN 0-8223-6072-1 $39.95
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS

Socstatsim, by Ellen Vasu, Michael Vasu, Susan Babcock, and
Paul Ridgeway, North Carolina State University
One of our most popular programs, Socstatsim uses simulated
data to teach multivariate analysis for social science students.
This program features easy-to-use menus to aid students in seek-
ing relationships and using control variables. REVISED VERSION,
with windows-like interface, available for spring semester. Version
1.0 (1985)

ISBN 0-8223-6151-5 $39.95
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Crosstabulation Results

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Independent Sex Education Class?
Dependent - Sex of Respondent

Coll%

0
Male I

1

Feoale

0 - Yes 1 -No

;

70

37.8 $

115
62.1 %

Totals 185

Totals

80 I 150
69.5 %

35 I 150
30.4 6

115 300

Raw Chi-Square 28.55 p < .001 with 1 d.f.
Contingency Coefficient - .2948048

Please type any key to continue -->
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"SYNTH contains many features that would make it appropriate
for use in statistics courses. The instructions for using the pro-
gram are transparent. . . . The graphics are excellent, and the
options that are available (e.g., rerunning programs with new
seed values, changing the underlying parameters for the simu-
lations, and adding special errors) are well designed . . . . In
summary, this is a very nice statistical package."
Robert M. O'Brien, University of Oregon, in Teaching Sociology

Ao SYNTH: Tools and Exercises for Experimental Design, by Harry
H. Hull
SYNTH lets students of introductory statistics, sociological statistics,
or psychological statistics explore the advantages and disadvan-
tages of applying various statistical methods to experimental
data, helps them recognize and prevent errors in experimental
design, and to understand common distributions. Since the pro-
gram is quite friendly, instructors need not spend a lot of time
learning or teaching it, but can get on with the class, leaving
SYNTH to do its work as a private tutor, a lecture aid, or for
homework.

VISA/MasterCard order: CALL (919) 684-6837 to order. Mail order form at back.

Using simulated data generated with each run (though the user
can specify a seed value), the program performs and graphs
Student t, pair comparison, linear regression, curvilinear regres-
sion, multiple regression, two-factor factorial analysis, and Latin
Square. The size of random error, randomization, and other
parameters is variable, and one can introduce special effects into
the simulated dataan apparent time trend, a sudden change
in the readings, and so on. Another module simulates the draw-
ing of samples from various population distributions, and again
graphs assist intuition to demonstrate dangers and limitations.
Further, the student's or instructor's own data can be entered
or imported for running the same tests (except Latin Square).

SYNTH requires 512K, 2 drives or a hard disk, and a color
graphics adapter. With lots of functionality, this program is a fine
value. Demo free on request with any order. Version 2.0 (1989)
ISBN 0-8223-6170-1 $44.95
Demo $5
Level I educational site license $350
Level II educational site license $525
DOS
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Statistical Consultant, by Robert P. Sechrist, Indiana University
of Pennsylvania
An expert system for selecting statistical measures based on
University of Michigan decision tree with pointers for SAS,
SPSS, and OSIRIS. Public domain. Version 2.06 (1986)
ISBN 0-8223-6167-1 $3250
DOS

Probabilities, by Joseph C. Hudson, GMI Engineering and
Management Institute
When interpolation from tables isn't good enough, use this soft-
ware to compute exact probabilities (to four decimals) for the
binomial, negative binomial, hypergeometric, and Poisson dis-
tributions, and percentages for the standard normal, Student
t, chi-square, and F distributions. Version 1.1 (1986)
ISBN 0-8223-6128-0 $37.50
DOS

STATISTICAL PACKAGES

sPC- Datagraphics and Mapping, by Ken Hinze, LSU at
Shreveport
Students can import research data to generate three-dimensional
pie, bar, and column charts, and "fishnet" trend surface maps;
histograms; line charts; scatter-plots with coded points or control
variables; scatter-plot matrices; age-sex pyramids; polynomial
surfaces; and geographic choropleth maps. With a DIF interface
to spreadsheets and databases, this outstanding menu-driven
software has proved valuable to researchers in many disciplines.
Unlike its high-end cousins which require lots of memory and
a big investment, PC-Datagraphics buys grad students, centralized
campus computer labs, or undergraduate researchers a lot of
bang for the buck.

PCDM may seem a bit difficult at first for the novice statistician
who is also a novice computer user, but it's a good tool for stu-
dent research and paper writing. It requires CGA and a "screen
dump" printer such as a dot matrix. This software works nicely
with Menu-Stats, which is sold separately and not required; and
with our new Electronic Atlas Shell. We highly recommend a
hard disk and more than 256K. Version 1.4 (1990)
ISBN 0-8223-6113-2 $49.95
Level I educational site license $350
Level II educational site license $525
DOS
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iMenu- Stats, by David Anderson, Allegheny College
A user-friendly, menu-driven statistical packagefeaturing double-
precision calculations, file manipulation (transform, subset, merge,
rank), descriptive statistics, frequencies, t-tests, correlation (scatter-
grams, point-biserial, correlation matrices), multiple regression,
one-, two-, and three-way ANOVA (factorial design or repeated
measures), and ten non-parametric testsMenu-Stats creates
datasets up to 640K, imports/exports DIF and Lotus PRN files,
or uses PC-Datagraphics files directly.

Again, this is a student package, not a substitute for SAS-PC
but what a deal! When ordering, specify whether you need the
hard disk, network, or floppy disk version. Formerly Psych-Stats.
To print bar, line, and scatter plots in APA style for an IBM 7372
or compatible plotter, also order Psych-Plot. Version 5.02 (1989)
ISBN 0-8223-6131-0 (Menu-Stats) $49.95
Level I educational site license (or network ver.) $350
Level II educational site license (or network ver.) $525

ISBN 0-8223-6130-2 (Psych-Plot) $30
Level I educational site license $300
Level II educational site license $450
DOS

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

a) DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
D) FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 6 HISTOGRAMS
c) t TESTS
d) ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
e) CORRELATION 6 REGRESSION
f) NON-PARAMETRIC STATISTICS
g) RETURN TO MAIN MENU

Use UP/DOWN Arrow Keys To Make Selection Then Press <ENTER> Key
OR Press Key Corresponding to Selection

META: Meta-Analysis Programs, by Ralf Schwarzer, Free University
of Berlin
A set of procedures for secondary analysis of empirical research
findings in the absence of the original data, META probes effect
sizes d (standardized difference of means), probabilities (one-
tailed p values), and effect sizes r (correlations), and supports
transformation of coefficients when findings are reported as t
values, F values, chi-squares, Mann-Whitney U values, or other
statistics. It performs cluster analysis, assesses the significance
of correlations, displays stem-and-leaf correlation diagrams,
comes with a built-in data editor, and reads ASCII files. Public
domain, but comes with extensive manual. CGA recommended.
Version 5.0 (1990)

ISBN 0-8223-6103-5 $29.95
DOS
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aMonte Carlo Multitrait-Multimethod Matrix Analysis, by
Michael Clark Knoeller and John Iwaniszek, North Carolina
State University
This program for researchers and advanced students provides
a series of three nonparametric statistical tests conforming to the
four criteria for convergent and discriminant validity specified
in Campbell and Fiske's classic 1959 article. The included matrix
editor makes data file creation a snap, and matrices can easily
be corrected for attenuation. Output options include ASCII files
of nonparametric and ANOVA results, and square DIF correlation
matrices for ready portability. You'll need 512K RAM and a color
monitor; we also recommend a printer. Version 5.0 (1989)
ISBN 0-8223-6302-X $39.95
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS

MAP: Multitrait Scaling Analysis Program, by Ron D. Hays, Toshi
Hayashi, Sally Carson, and John E. Ware (RAND Corporation)
Based on a simple but elegant methodology, this software uses
item frequencies, item and scale descriptive statistics, scale in-
ternal consistency estimates, item-scale correlations (corrected
for overlap), and correlations among scales for its analysis. A
public domain program, it's appropriate for senior or graduate
student use. Version 1.0 (1989)
ISBN 0-8223-6099-3 $32.50
DOS

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++4++++++++++++++++++

Faculty and students receive a 20% educational discount on single
copies, or a 40% discount on three or more copies of the same
item.

Remember to identify yourself as an educator or student when
you call or write!

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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"EasyQuant would be a beautiful way to learn statistics.
. . . These are the truth-seeking tools of the information age."
Kenneth Hine, Louisiana State University

NEW

VISA/MasterCard order: CALL (919) 684-6837 to order. Mail order form at back.

EasyQuant, by Sam Hicken and Gene V. Glass, Arizona
State University
A slick, sophisticated program that provides first-semester statis-
tical analyses within an intuitive, window-like interface, EasyQuant
offers students summary statistics (mean, median, variance, etc.),
frequency tables, histograms, box-&-whiskers diagrams, confi-
dence intervals on a mean, tests ofµ = constant, two-sample
independent and dependent t-tests, scatterplots, Pearson cor-
relation and tests, a simple linear regression model and tests,
regression residual plot and histogram, the chi-square test for
independence, and one-way ANOVA with multiple comparisons.

Users import ASCII files or enter data in a table of columns and
rows (up to 200 cases and 50 variables); and while this spread-
sheet remains on the screen, other windows pop up with menus,
statistical results, messages, and context-sensitive help.

EasyQuant provides many ways to manipulate data, including
sorting, mathematical transformations, movement of blocks, col-
lapsing data into groups, and combining variables from other
data files. Users can send copies of results (and/or raw data)
to an output file or printer. Comes with sample datasets, fifty-
page manual, and a simple word processorits interface matching
that of the main programfor editing output files. Requires 512K
RAM and one drive. Version 2.0 (1990)
ISBN 0-8223-6310-0 $49.95
Level I educational site license $500
Level II educational site license $750
DOS
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(C3) HELP: Parts Of Screen
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(C6)
Menu Bar
variable Names

(Cl) Cell Coordinates
(CB)

(C9)
Case Names
Spreadsheet
-tatus(C101 Bar

(C11) DataCurrently Selected
(C12) Free Memory

Output File Status(C13)
(C14) Guide Line
(C15) Variable Counts

-1
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(C17)
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Introductory Help Window 42: -Press Esc when done viewing Help Window

See also Geography and Mapping
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SOCIOLOGY+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++.

ME Symbolic Interaction Theory, by Jerry Neapolitan, Tennessee
Technological University
Beginners to the fascinating realm of symbolic interaction theory
will get a quick and painless introduction through this interactive
tutorial software. Requiring no instructor supervision, its eight
modules divide the territory into manageable chunks using win-
dows and pull-down menus. Requires any 286-based PC with
640K RAM, a runtime version of Microsoft Windows and a color
monitor (MS-Mouse optional). Available spring 1991.
ISBN 0-8223-6313-5 $33.50
Level I educational site license $350
Level II educational site license $500
DOS

Ethno, by David R. Heise, Indiana University
A wonderfully advanced program for studying concepts and
their logical connections, and for discovering systems of rules
that govern action, Ethno offers computer-assisted construction
and testing of action grammars to interpret texts, behavior tran-
scripts, narratives, historical episodes, etc. The program draws
logic diagrams, incorporating multiple levels of analysis, and
also constructs taxonomies and typologies. Intended for senior,
graduate and professional use, it includes a 130-page manual.
Version 2.1 (1987)

ISBN 0-8223-6054-3 $50
Level I educational site license $350

Level H educational site license $525

DOS

PROBLEM! Conditions for this event are not fulfilled.

Is Wolf precedes girl to grmo
NOT required for:
Ili Wolf slices up grmo
Ble Wolf bleeds grmo into bottle
Enter abbreviation of non-dependent event. Sli

Can Wolf bleeds grmo into bottle
happen without depleting
Wolf precedes girl to grmo Sec
(y or n)?

Wolf slices up grmo

?n

mass ENTER to ski.

Eat Rem

Also by David Heise
Interact/Attitude
While Attitude collects ratings of verbal stimuli on bipolar graphic
rating scales, Interact simulates man-woman, doctor-patient, and
other relations to enable the study of social relations and roles
based on affect control theory. Built for advanced students and
professionals, Interact /Attitude is shipped with a 120-page manual.
Version 1.1 (1987)

ISBN 0-8223-6085-3 $45
Level I educational site license $350

Level II educational site license $525
DOS

DEMOGRAPHICS

"Popshow is an excellent tool for mastering the introductory
concepts and methods of demography. I recommend it highly for
ancillary use in courses at the college or graduate level."
Philip S. Sidel, University of Pittsburgh, in Social Science
Computer Review

APopshow: Introduction to Demography, by George E. Immerwahr,
University of Washington
These tutorials offer graphic illustrations and explanations
of concepts such as the life table, the demographic transition,
standardization and population projections, and changes in popu-
lation size and composition in the United States and various
parts of the world. Useful for a non-majors course, but less fun
than Popsim. Requires 256K, 1 drive, color monitor. Public domain.
Version 2.1 (1990)

ISBN 0-8223-6256-2 $31.50
DOS

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Popsim: International Demographic Analysis, by Laurence L.
Falk and Carol J. Falk, Concordia College
An undergraduate-level forecasting program that comes with
databases for over sixty countries, the menu-driven Popsim shows
100-year population, energy consumption, and GNP forecasts
based on user-supplied assumptions about growth rates, migra-
tion rates, energy use rates, per capita GNP and GNP growth
rates. It also produces population projections by sex in five-year
age categories, for which you'll want a dot matrix printer with
a "condensed" mode, or a 136-column printer. Version 2.0 (1986)
ISBN 0-8223-6120-5 $49.95
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS
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REVISED Future Pop, by Ralph R. Sell, University of Rochester
Using the cohort-component technique to calculate
demographically sound population projections as well as
projections of crime, consumer expenditures, school attendance,
and prevalence of disease, Future Pop outputs tables (in absolute
numbers or percentage distributions) showing the composition
of the projected society, births by mother's age, deaths, migrants
and prevalence events by age, sex, and subgroup. Output files
can be edited with a word processor, or read by professional
statistical programs. Results can also be presented in toto for
each year, as a year-by-year series for a single item, or as annual
pyramids.

The user supplies ASCII input files describing current estimates
of population size and structure, and future fertility, mortality,
and migration and event prevalences. We include sample input
files for Iran, Egypt, and the United States, but the point is for
the user to construct his or her own. Advanced students and
researchers really seem to enjoy this population projection
system, which requires 512K RAM, two drives or a hard disk.
We recommend a printer, too. Version 3.2 (1990)
ISBN 0-8223-6071-3 $49.95
Level I educational site license $450
Level II educational site license $575
DOS

PUTure POPulation 43.01, 7 May 1989 Copyright (C) 1989 by Ralph R. Sell, Ph.D.]
'MALE AGE FEMALE

90
85

80
75
70
65

60
55
50
45
40

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Final pro7ection population distribution in 2080.
NORMAL COMPLETION. Start 8/15/90 8 15:33:24. End at 15:51:52. 4 tables.
Press any key to continue + 16: 7:53 +

50
VISA/MasterCard order: CALL (919) 684-6837 to order. Mail order form at back.
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SIMULATIONS

Community Mental Health Model, by G. David Carson, North
Carolina State University
This regression-based simulation uses real data to show the
strengths and weaknesses of this approach toward policy analysis.
The user can change any of the twelve variables (e.g., alcoholism
rate) and see the predicted effect on other variables (divorce
rate, percent aged living alone, etc.). Version 1.2 (1985)
ISBN 0-8223-6022-5 $32.50
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH SIMULATION .
National Collegiate Software Clearinghouse

VARIABLE START NOW

1. % FEMALE FAMILY HEADS 11.0 10.7
2. % AGED LIVING ALONE 5.8 6.0
3. DIVORCES PER 1,000 4.1 4.1
4. DRUG ARRESTS PER 1,000 34.1 33.2
5. HOMICIDE DEATH RATE 12.7 13.0
6. SUICIDE DEATH RATE 12.8 13.0
7. 4 WITH DRUG ABUSE 5.3 5.2
8. CIRRHOSIS DEATH RATE 11.3 11.3
9. 8 SUBST. HOUSING 13.4 13.8
10.8 SEVERE MED, PROBL. 19.3 18.9
11.8 FAMILY CRISIS 10.2 9.6
12.8 ALCOHOL ABUSE 8.5 8.5

TYPE-ANY-KEY-TOCONTINUE?

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Faculty and students receive a 20% educational discount on single
copies, or a 40% discount on three or more copies of the same
item.

Remember to identify yourself as an educator or student when
you call or write!

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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"The Poverty Game . . . [isl a good learning tool. Students
report gaining insight into the decision making process beyond
the mere use of factual information."
John M. Sullivan, Limestone College

The Poverty Game, by Susan H. Grey, N.Y. Institute of Technology
The Poverty Game involves freshmen or high school students inter-
actively in the implementation of public policies related to the
reduction of U.S. poverty. With the task of making ten multiple-
choice decisions that affect poverty and inflation rates, students
begin to sense tradeoffs and the real depth of the problem as
textual and graphic feedback follow each decision. This simu-
lation is not sophisticated but it works well to generate discussion
of the issues. The Macintosh version requires HyperCard. Version
2.0 (1989)

ISBN 0-8223-6285-6 (DOS) $39.95
ISBN 0-8223-6288-0 (Mac) $39.95
Level I educational site license (DOS or Mac) $250

Level II educational site license (DOS or Mac) $375

DOS Mac
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Faculty and students receive a 20% educational discount on single
copies, or a 40% discount on three or more copies of the same
item.

Remember to identify yourself as an educator or student when
you call or write!

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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Forecasting: Sociology of the Family, by Kenneth E. Hinze,
Louisiana State University at Shreveport
A provoking, exciting addition to introductory courses on sociol-
ogy or social stratification, this simulation uses thirty-six user-
controllable inputs on a single household's spending and income
to generate twenty-four outputs on expenses, income, taxes, sav-
ings, etc. forecast for a 50-year period. Students conduct experi-
ments such as, "What if we had a baby and my spouse didn't
go back to work?" "What conditions are necessary to save enough
to send two children to college?" "What are reasonable prepara-
tions for retirement?" Departments with courses in this area will
want to think seriously about an educational site license on this
title. Version 1.0 (1989)

ISBN 0-8223-6067-5 $39.95
Level I educational site license $250

Level II educational site license $375

DOS

See also Research Methodology and Statistics; Geography and
Mapping; Datasets

ASSUMPTIONS AND BASE YEAR VALUES

Life ns_ptemiumS
Social sec premium
Supermarket purchases
Prescriptions 6 medical
Dept. store purchases
Misc inn. recreation
Charity contributions
Annual rent payment
Real estate tax
Mort. interest rate
Personal property value
Sales tax rate
Gross total income
Total savings
I yrs to project
Base year
Annual income growth rate

,4,561.00
1,595.00
4,777.00
577.00

1,666.00
1,901.00
508.00

3,700.00
0.00

0.000
15,000.00

0.060
24,414.00
3,000.00

12
1986

0.060

Payroll deduct-not SS,IRS 225.00
Utilities 1,450.00
some maintenance 80.00
Car pmts,gas,upkeep 4,077.00
Installment pmts 452.00
IRS tax 2,640.00
Business expenses 0.00
Mort 6 car insurance 682.00
Mortgage balance 0.00
Home market value 0.00
State inc.tax of gross 0.022
Installment interest 0.180
f exemptions 3

IRA contribution 0.00
Annual increase CPI 0.055
Annual savings return 0.085

Arrow Keys Move <ENTER> Selects R Runs model
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BACKLISTED SOFTWARE TITLES xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Note: These titles (except public domain software and shareware, which are user-supported)
receive written support only. They are usable but specialized, often "old" programs without
exacting hardware requirements. Phone us for more information.

ANTHROPOLOGY and ARCHAEOLOGY

Graphic Arts Codebook, by Clifford Bodamer
ISBN 0-8223-6076-4 $30
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS

Paleontology and Anthropometry, by Kenneth L. Beals,
Court land L. Smith, and Stephen M. Dodd; ed. Douglas R.
White
ISBN 0-8223-6112-4 $36
Level I educational site license $300
Level II educational site license $450
DOS

Standard Sample Data and Codebooks, ed. Douglas R. White
All 6 volumes $150
Level I educational site license $500
Level II educational site license $750

Part 1 ISBN 0-8223-6156-6 $30
Level I educational site license $250
Level H educational site license $375

Part 2 ISBN 0-8223-6157-4 $30
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375

Part 3 ISBN 0-8223-6158-2 $30
Level I educational site license $250
Level H educational site license $375

Part 4 ISBN 0-8223-6159-0 $30
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375

Part 5 ISBN 0-8223-6160-4 $30
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375

Part 6 ISBN 0-8223-6161-2 $30
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS Mac

Standard Sample Crosstab Statistics & Continent Maps, by
Gerald Heine
ISBN 0-8223-6267-8 $48
Level I educational site license $400
Level II educational site license $600
DOS

Standard Sample Ethnographic Bibliography, by James Dow;
ed. Douglas R. White
ISBN 0-8223-6162-0 $30
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS

Standard Sample Summary Data and Codebooks, ed. Douglas
R. White
ISBN 0-8223-6266-X $55
Level I educational site license $460
Level II educational site license $690
DOS

DATASETS

Senate Data Disk, by National Collegiate Software
ISBN 0-8223-6141-8 (DOS) $36
ISBN 0-8223-6276-7 (Mac) $36
Level I educational site license (Mac or DOS) $250
Level II educational site license (Mac or DOS) $375
Mac DOS

ECONOMICS and BUSINESS

Budgeting Demonstrations for Public Management, by G. David
Carson
ISBN 0-8223-6012-8
Level I educational site license
Level II educational site license
DOS

Cost-Benefit Analysis, by E. Tim Thompson
ISBN 0-8223-6027-6
Level I educational site license
Level H educational site license
DOS

County Business Patterns Analysis, by Robert P. Sechrist
ISBN 0-8223-6032-2
Level I educational site license
Level H educational site license
DOS

Economics Program Demonstration, by William P. Yohe
ISBN 0-8223-6044-6
Level I educational site license
Level H educational site license
DOS

Financing Centerville, by Christopher Daniel
ISBN 0-8223-6061-6
Level I educational site license
Level II educational site license
DOS

High Stakes Oligopoly, by Robert P. Edwards
ISBN 0-8223-6078-0
Level I educational site license
Level H educational site license
DOS

Seasonal Adjustment Software, by Bureau of the Census
Public domain
ISBN 0-8223-6140-X
DOS

Two Macroeconomic Simulations, by Robert E. Schenk
ISBN 0-8223-6182-5
Level I educational site license
Level II educational site license
DOS

VISA/MasterCard order: CALL (919) 684-6837 to order. Mail order form at back. 52
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$30
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$375

$30
$250
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$30

$42
$350

$525
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HISTORY

Federalist Papers, courtesy of West law
Public domain
ISBN 0-8223-6059-4 $42
DOS

Stardate: Julian and Gregorian Calendars, by Ted A. Campbell
ISBN 0-8223-6164-7 $30
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS

Duke University Press: National Collegiate Software Fall-Winter 1990 Catalog

PIG%, by Stuart S. Nagel
P/G% Regular Version.
ISBN 0-8223-6116-7 $42
Level I educational site license $350

Level II educational site license $525

P/G% Data Files.

ISBN 0-8223-6118-3 $60
Level I educational site license $500
Level II educational site license $750

P/G% Lotus 1-2-3 Version.
Time-Line, by National Collegiate Software ISBN 0-8223-6117-5 $48
ISBN 0-8223-6178-7 $30 Level I educational site license $400
Level I educational site license $250 Level II educational site license $600
Level II educational site license $375 DOS
DOS

PC-Test Item Database, by National Collegiate Software
INTERDISCIPLINARY ISBN 0-8223-614-0 $30

Level I educational site license $250
Course Manager-PC, by National Collegiate Software Level II educational site license $375
ISBN 0-8223-6033-0 $30 DOS
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375 PERT: Program Evaluation and Review Technique, by G. David
DOS Carson

ISBN 0-8223-6115-9 $30
Decision-Making, by G. David Carson Level I educational site license $250
ISBN 0-8223-6039-X $24 Level II educational site license $375
Level I educational site license $200 DOS
Level II educational site license $300
DOS Prisoner's Dilemma, by Jeffrey Hart and Marc Simons

ISBN 0-8223-6127-2 $30
The Equalizer, by James T. Parr Level I educational site license $200
ISBN 0-8223-6052-7 $30 Level II educational site license $300
Level I educational site license $250 DOS
Level II educational site license $375

DOS Two-Person Prisoner's Dilemma, by Jim Tankard
ISBN 0-8223-6183-3 $30

Graduate Student Database, by Stanley Littlefield Level I educational site license $200
ISBN 0-8223-6075-6 $30 Level II educational site license $300
Level I educational site license $250 DOS
Level II educational site license $375
Dos SERIATIM: Multi-Criterion Decision-Making, by Andrew R.

Gilpin
Item Analysis, by William T. Martin ISBN 0-8223-6142-6 $30
ISBN 0-8223-6088-8 $30 Level I educational site license $250
Level I educational site license $250 Level II educational site license $375
Level II educational site license $375 DOS
DOS

Textual Data Categorization II (TDCII), by Wayne Staats and
Lotus Learning System, by ECC Learn, Inc. Linda Briggs
Shareware ISBN 0-8223-6175-2 $30
ISBN 0-8223-6211-2 $12 Level I educational site license $250
DOS Level II educational site license $375

DOS
Management Style Assessment, by G. David Garson
ISBN 0-8223-6098-5 $30 WordPerfect Learning System, by ECC Learn, Inc.
Level I educational site license $250 Shareware
Level II educational site license $275 ISBN 0-8223-6259-7 $12
DOS DOS
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LANGUAGES and LITERATURE

Language Teacher Series, by Andrew Bartorillo and National
Collegiate Software
Public domain; $30 each
ISBN 0-8223-6069-1 French Teacher
ISBN 0-8223-6153-1 Spanish Teacher
ISBN 0-8223-6073-X German Teacher
ISBN 0-8223-6087-X Italian Teacher
DOS

Paidagogos: Exercises in Ancient Greek, by Michael Swanson
ISBN 0-8223-6111-6 $30
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS

Rendez-vous: French Tutorials, by Dan M. Church
ISBN 08223-6132-9 (floppy or hard disk) $120
ISBN 08223-6133-7 (network) $240
ISBN 08223-6134-5 (demo) $5
Educational site license (either level, either version) $240
DOS

Watergate Scoop, by National Collegiate Software
ISBN 0-8223-6290-2 (DOS) $24
ISBN 0-8223-6289-9 (Mac) $24
Level I educational site license (DOS or Mac) $200
Level II educational site license (DOS or Mac) $300
Mac DOS

PHILOSOPHY and RELIGION

Induct II/Fast II, by Robert Causey
ISBN 0-8223-6084-5 $30
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS

Logic: A Computer Approach, by Randall R. Dipert
ISBN 0-8223-6094-2 $42
Level I educational site license $350
Level II educational site license $525
DOS

RWMODEL: Computational Statistics for Classical
Conditioning, by Harald Lachnit
ISBN 0-8223-6137-X $30
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS

29

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Elect, by Danny M. Adkison
ISBN 0-8223-6046-2 $30
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS

Elect '88, by Jeremy R.T. Lewis
ISBN 0-8223-6047-0 $30
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS

Richardson Arms Race Model, by Philip Schrodt
ISBN 0-8223-6136-1 $30
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS

State Data System, by G. David Carson
ISBN 0-8223-6166-3 $30
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS

Tragedy of the Commons, by David Ramsey, Jeffrey Hart, and
G. David Carson
ISBN 0-8223-6180-9 $30
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS

Voting Power Indices, by Jeffrey Hart and Marc Simon
ISBN 0-8223-6188-4 $30
Level I educational site license $250
Level II educational site license $375
DOS

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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PSYCHOLOGY Multitrait-Multimethod Matrix Analysis (MTMM), by Toshi
Hayashi and Ron D. Hays

Eliza, by Catspaw, Inc. ISBN 0-8223-6105-1 $30
Public domain Level I educational site license $250

ISBN 0-8223-6051-9 $12 Level II educational site license $375

DOS DOS

Operant Conditioning, by H. Ma PTREG, The Regression Program, by Jeremy R. T. Lewis and
Public domain Ben Szaro. Shareware
ISBN 0-8223-6110-8 $12 ISBN 0-8223-6305-4 $12
DOS DOS

Parent Role & Self Role Analyses, by James C. Mancuso and
James Jaccard
Public domain
ISBN 0-8223-6278-3 $60

SIBEX Inferential Statistics, by Stephen Jarrell. Public domain
ISBN 0-8223-6143-4 $24
DOS

DOS Teaching Statistics by Spreadsheet, by John Ostrowski
ISBN 0-8223-6173-6 $24

Understanding the Psychology of Abnormal Behavior; by Level I educational site license $200
Christoper J. Mruk Level II educational site license $300
ISBN 0-8223-6186-8 (color) $30 DOS
ISBN 0-8223-6258-9 (mono) $30
Level I educational site license $250 TLAG: Lag Sequential Statistics for Dyadic Time Interval Data,
Level II educational site license $375 by Douglas K. Symons
DOS ISBN 0-8223-6179-5 $30

Level I educational site license $250
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY and STATISTICS Level II educational site license $375

DOS
Crosstat, by Herbert Weisberg
ISBN 0-8223-6036-5 $30 Which Statistic?, by 0. Zeller Robertson
Level I educational site license $250 ISBN 0-8223-6265-1 (DOS) $24
Level II educational site license $375 ISBN 0-8223-6284-8 (Mac) $20
DOS Level I educational site license (DOS or Mac) $200

Database Generator~ by G. David Carson Level II educational site license (DOS or Mac) $300

DOS
ISBN 0-8223-6038-1 $42
Level I educational site license $350 SOCIOLOGY
Level II educational site license $525
DOS Neighborhood Segregation Model, by Carl Moody, Edwin

Guttman Scalogram Analysis, by Andrew R. Gilpin Detlefson, Jeffrey Hart, and Wayne Aiken

ISBN 0-8223-6261-9 $30 ISBN 0-8223-6108-6 $30
DOS Level I educational site license $250

Level II educational site license $375

Markov Simulator, by G. David Carson DOS

ISBN 0-8223-6100-0 $30
Level I educational site license $250 Population Pyramids, by Robert P. Sechrist
Level II educational site license $375 ISBN 0-8223-6121-3 $30
DOS Level I educational site license $250

Level II educational site license $375

DOS
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EDITORIAL BOARD

William Kost ATAD/ERS/USDA
Jonathan Tobin Albert Einstein College of Med.
David Anderson Allegheny College
Larry Kidd Allied Health Comp.
Thomas Bergin American Univ.
Kenneth Stewart Angelo State Univ.
Gary Anders Arizona State Univ.
George Watson Arizona State Univ.
John F. Mc Clymer Assumption College
Mary Wall Atlantic Community College
Linda Lines Austin College
Ray Darville Austin State Univ.
William Johnson Ball State Univ.
Carole Ricketts Baptist College of Charleston
Stanley Ricketts Baptist College of Charleston
Peter Lodge Belmont Abbey College
David Schuelke Bethel College
Jim Huber Bloomsburg Univ.
Lilia Melani Brooklyn College
Blaine Greenfield Bucks County Community College
Nancy Fitch Cal. State Univ. at Fullerton
Diana Demetrulias California State - Stanislaus
Janet Kottke California State Univ.
Robert Berdan California State Univ.
Ted Anagnoson California State Univ.
Barry Berlin Canisius College
David Simpson Carroll College
Sanford Silverburg Catawba College
Harold Gillespie Central Oregon Comm. College
Earl Babbie Chapman College
Joseph Raben City Univ. of New York
Nelson Pole Cleveland State Univ.
Susan Harrington Columbia Union College
H.C. Babson Columbus Technical Institute
Walter Dean, Jr. Community College of Baltimore
Dorthy Spethmann Dakota State Univ.
Bruce Feistner Dakota State Univ.
John H. Laflin Dakota State Univ.
Deena Weinstein DePaul Univ.
Melissa Daston Defence Intelligence College
Joseph Behar Dowling College
A. Friedlander Drexel Univ.
Arthur Shostak Drexel Univ.

tWilliam Yohe Duke Univ.
Edward Tower Duke Univ.
Vladimir Treml Duke Univ.
Alan Magid Duke Univ. Medical Center
Walter D. Fleming East Mississippi Junior College
Alfred Kornfeld Eastern Conn. State Univ.
T. L. Warburton Edinboro Univ.
S. Ellish Ellish Computer Associates
Kathy Sexton-Radek Elmhurst College
Martin Levin Emory Univ.
Richard Clarke Emory Univ.
Frieda Mendelsohn Empire State College
Helen Brudner Fairleigh Dickenson Univ.
J. Nicholls Florida International Univ.
Charles Tolbert Florida State Univ.
William Serow Florida State Univ.
David Malcolm Fordham Univ.
Michael Kallam Fort Hays State Univ.
Dale Lehman Fort Lewis College
Jon Baltzell Francis Marion College
Joseph Hudson GMI Engineering & Mgt. Inst.
Jeanne Z. Mier Gallaudet Univ.
Sharon Barnartt Gallaudet Univ.
W. Kirk Richardson Georgia State Univ.
Randal Gunder Goshen College
William Norman Graceland College
Mark A. MacDonald Gracewood State School & Hosp.

Dale R. Bowne Grove City College
Gloria Phenix Gustavus Adolphus College
James Davis Harvard Univ.
Phyllis Mitzman Harvard Univ.
Linda Lon e Hofstra Univ.
William J. McKeough Hofstra Univ.
Quentin Newhouse Howard Univ.
Susan Anderson-Freed Illinois Wesleyan Univ.
Kathleen Gilbert Indiana Univ.
Maureen Pirog-Good Indiana Univ.
Richard Hug Indiana Univ. Northwest
Nicholas Karatjas Indiana Univ. of Pennsylvania
John Butzow Indiana Univ. of Pennsylvania
Robert Sechrist Indiana Univ. of Pennsylvania
Danny Hoyt Iowa State Univ.
Jim Couch James Madison Univ.

tMichael Stoloff James Madison Univ.
Martin Ottenheimer Kansas State Univ.
Chistopher Daniel Kentucky State Univ.
Judith Stull La Salle Univ.
Sid Jackson Lakewood Community College
Bob Mandel Lewis & Clark College
Mandel Bob Lewis & Clark College
John Sullivan Limestone College
Michael Mills Loyola Marymount Univ.
Conrad Raabe Loyola Univ.

tKenneth Hinze LSU in Shreveport
Edward M. McLaughlin Luzeme County Comm. College
David Trousdale MITE Dev. Partners
Carolyn Shrewsbury Mankato State Univ.
Denny Braun Mankato State Univ.
T. L. Quast Marshall Univ.
Suzan Cheek Methodist College
Ada Finifter Michigan State Univ.
Frank Howell Mississippi State Univ.
J. P. Shim Mississippi State Univ.
Susan Shapiro Mount Marty College
Gary Holden Mt. Sinai School of Medicine
Susan Gray New York Institute of Techn.
Craig Hill NORC
George Conklin North Carolina Central Univ.
Beverly Cigler North Carolina State Univ.

tEllen Vasu North Carolina State Univ.
Gary Hill North Carolina State Univ.
Jim Swiss North Carolina State Univ.
Michael Schulman North Carolina State Univ.

tMicheal Vasu North Carolina State Univ.
Richard Slatta North Carolina State Univ.
Robin Dorff North Carolina State Univ.
Stephen Lilley North Carolina State Univ.
Tracy Reid North Carolina State Univ.
Walter Meyers North Carolina State Univ.
Charles Prysby North Carolina at Greensboro
Robert Brookshire North Texas State Univ.
Diane Burton Northeastern Univ.
Bruce Rocheleau Northern Illinois Univ.
Alfred Joyal Northern Michigan Univ.
Richard Wright Northern Michigan Univ.
Thomas Sulhvan Northern Michigan Univ.
Robert Kabacoff Nova Univ.
Herbert Weisberg Ohio State Univ.
Howard Kurtz Oklahoma City Univ.
Barbara Vrana Oklahoma Community College
Dale King Oregon Institute of Technology
Larry Hegstad Pacific Lutheran Univ.
Marlen Miller Pacific Lutheran Univ.
M. S. Kulkarni Pennsylvania State Univ.
James Schick Pittsburgh State Univ.
Lawrence Douglas Plymouth State Univ.
Ron Hays RAND Corporation
Brad Loomis RIT College of Liberal Arts
Morton Isaacs RIT College of Liberal Arts
Richard Lewis RIT College of Liberal Arts
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Dennis Cogswell Radford Univ. Philip Sidel Univ. of Pittsburgh
Cathy Greenblat Rutgers Univ. Manuel Frau-Ramos Univ. of Puerto Rico
Roy Licklider Rutgers Univ. Dean Harper Univ. of Rochester
Richard Tobin SUNY at Buffalo Dennis Rohatyn Univ. of San Diego
Paul Voninski SUNY/OSWEGO John E. Freed Univ. of St Thomas
Zeller Robertson Saginaw Valley State Univ. Don Ploch Univ. of Tennessee
David Suter Saint Martin's College George Holden Univ. of Texas
Paul Wolf Sampson Technical College L. Douglas Kiel Univ. of Texas
Myles Clowers San Diego City College Mark Shermis Univ. of Texas
Joan Flagg San Diego State Univ. James Eankard Jr. Univ. of Texas at Austin
James Hughes Slippery Rock Univ. Elizabeth M. Hawthorne of Toledo
John Bowden South West State Univ. Library Hoyt Duggan Univ. of Virginia
Edward Kardas Southern Arkansas Univ. Fred Nick Univ. of Washington
Dennis Leitner Southern Illinois Univ. Mort Sipress Univ. of Wisconsin
Bruce Wade Spelman College Cecilia Manrique Univ. of Wisconsin La Crosse
Karen L ch Frederick St. Anselm College David Lemke Univ. of Wyoming
Robert Johnson St. Cloud State Univ. Roy Childs Univ. of the Pacific
Marlin Thomas St. Francis College Larry Hilgert Valdosta State College
Robert Zenhausern St. John's Univ. John Rosecrans Virginia Commonwealth Univ.
William Bengston St. Joseph's College Nick Mullins Virginia Tech
Shaiy1 Peterson St. Norbert College James Sargent Virginia Western Comm. College
Eugene Cornacchia St. Peters College Ellen Klein Washington College
Bill Edellman Stanford Univ. S. B. Brent Wayne State Univ.
David Coursey Syracuse Univ. Philip Taylor Wesleyan College
Stuart Bretschneider Syracuse Univ. Ernest Oshiro West Oahu College
Richard Niemiec Temple Univ. Robert Duval West Virginia Uruv.
Paul G. Stephenson Tennessee Tech. Univ. Christine Bahr Western Michigan Univ.
Jerry Neapolitan Tennessee Tech. Univ. John Flynn Western Michigan Univ.
Andrew Miracle Texas Christian Univ. John Forshee Western Texas College
Matthew Lambert Texas Tech Univ. Gabriel Manrique Westminster College
Alan Bugbee The American College W. Nichols Westminster College
Bob Yavits Tompkins Cortland Comm. Coll. Rodney Muth Wichita State Univ.
Sterling Johnson Tougaloo College Sam Yeager Wichita State Univ.
John Webster Towson State Univ. John Tenny Willamette Univ.
Servando Gonzalez Tulane Univ. Station John Stimson William Paterson College
Mary Jane Rains U W Stout Russell Peckens William Penn College
Stephen Frantzich U.S. Naval Academy John Treacy Wright State Univ.
Jean Mirucki Univ. of Quebec at Montreal Kandi Stinson Xavier Univ.
John Richardson UCLA GSLIS William Divale York College, CUNY
Bruce Larson UNC-Asheville 1-David Ernst York College, CUNY
Michel Deslierres Univ. De Moncton Richard Boris York College, CUNY
James Mancuso Univ. at Albany Kathleen Barker
Raymond Ortali Univ. at Albany Kenneth Chipps
Douglas Peck Univ. of Akron Tracie Cornis -Seth
Edwin Carpenter Univ. of Arizona Wolfgang Frese
Gary Anders Univ. of Arizona State. Carl J. Gigliotti
David Sallach Univ. of Arkansas Michael Harkins
James Malachowski Univ. of Arkansas Harold Herbert
Leon Miller Univ. of Arkansas H. C. Hobohm
Henry Miller Univ. of California-Berkeley Nancy Holmes
William Leigh Jr. Univ. of Central Florida Elizabeth McAuliffe
Frank Hsiao Univ. of Colorado Antonio Marmolejo
Richard Rogers Univ. of Colorado Harold McWhinrue
Michael Ward Univ. of Colorado-Boulder Robert Merrill
Roger Durand Univ. of Houston-Clear Lake William Mills
Stuart Nagel Univ. of Illinois Michael Minor
Steve Wessels Univ. of Iowa Ivan Jurin
Richard Shelby Univ. of Kentucky James Patterson
Bill Dakan Univ. of Louisville Robert Rosati
Sarah Ransdell Univ. of Maine Kevin B. Rushing
Marcus Ingle Univ. of Maryland Frank A. Salamone
Russell Schutt Univ. of Massachusetts Lori Sebastian
Edward Brent Univ. of Missouri Lee Sebastiani
Werner Grunbaum Univ. of Missouri Susan Slattery
Patrick Hamlett Univ. of Missouri - Rolla Don Wallace
H. Eisenman Univ. of Missouri-Rolla John Will
Vincent Webb Univ. of Nebraska - Omaha Kathleen Weston
John Wildgen Univ. of New Orleans Jacqueline Wyatt
Carson Holloway Univ. of North Carolina-Chapel Hill Raymond Young
Paula Goolkasian Univ. of North Carolina-Charlotte
Stephan Arndt Univ. of Notre Dame 1-Section coordinator
Michael Margolis Univ. of Pittsburgh
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INSTITUTIONAL AFFILIATE MEMBERSHIP FORM
National Collegiate Software of Duke University Press

6697 College Station
Durham, NC 27708

(919)684-6837

INSTITUTION: If multi-campus,
geographic campus:

An individual must be named as liaison to National Collegiate Software. All
transactions except book store orders go through the liaison, and shipments
will be made to the liaison's address.

Liaison Officer Name.

Shipping address Billing address

Telephone.

IMPORTANT! List the effective date affiliate status will be in force. Membership runs for one year from

this date

List names and versions of software to site license in perpetuity. (Please don't
list shareware or public domain titles.)

Software Title

1.

2.

3.

Version (Mac, PC 51/4 " or PC 31/2")

Mail the
1990 1991

Social Science Computer Review
subscription to:

Institutional purchase order or prepayment required. Make checks payable to National Collegiate Software (U.S. funds
only). We will pay shipping within the continental United States (please allow three weeks for delivery, or add $18 for
overnight); add $5 for Alaska, Hawaii, or Canada, $10 outside North America. FEI#: 56-053-2129

Level I (two-year or community college) $450.00
Level II (four-year college or university) $625.00
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ORDER FORM
National Collegiate Software of Duke University Press

6697 College Station
Durham, NC 27708

(919)684-6837

If you're thinking about using our software for a class, be sure to check
out discounts for volume orders and Affiliate Member institutions.

Title ISBN
Disk size

(3.5"
5.25")

SiVe
copies

Site
license

Unit Total
price

Subtotal
We accept institutional purchase orders, checks or credit cards
($U.S. only, please). Make checks payable to "National Collegiate Shipping & handling
Software," allowing two to three weeks for delivery. Purchases
may be returned within 10 days for full credit not including 5% sales tax (NC residents only)
shipping costs; we will of course replace defective, missing, or
damaged disks free if reported within 60 days of shipment. TOTAL

CREDIT CARD ORDERS

VISA MasterCard

Card number

Name on Card

Expiration date

Signature

Phone number

BILL TO

SHIPPING & HANDLING
We pay UPS shipping and handling on pre-paid
orders within the continental United States. Other-
wise please add

Subtotal Shipping & handling
$5.00-60.00 $2.50
$60.01-120.00 $5.00
$120.01-200.00 $6.00
Over-$200 $8.00

Add $5 shipping for Alaska, Hawaii, or Canada; or
add $25 for other countries. (Additional, if any, will be
invoiced at cost.) For overnight delivery or second-day
air, please call.

SHIP TO*

*Since we usually ship UPS, please give your street address, not a box number.

Check here if backorders are not okay.

Prices and policies subject to change without notice. 59



ORDER FORM
National Collegiate Software of Duke University Press

6697 College Station
Durham, NC 27708

(919)684-6837

If you're thinking about using our software for a class, be sure to check
out discounts for volume orders and Affiliate Member institutions.

Title ISBN
Disk size

(3.5"
5.25")

Single
copies

Site
license

Unit Total
price

Subtotal
We accept institutional purchase orders, checks or credit cards
($U.S. only, please). Make checks payable to "National Collegiate Shipping & handling
Software," allowing two to three weeks for delivery. Purchases
may be returned within 10 days for full credit not including 5% sales tax (NC residents only)
shipping costs; we will of course replace defective, missing, or
damaged disks free if reported within 60 days of shipment. TOTAL

CREDIT CARD ORDERS

VISA MasterCard

Card number

Name on Card

Expiration date

Signature

Phone number

BILL TO

SHIPPING & HANDLING
We pay UPS shipping and handling on pre-paid
orders within the continental United States. Other-
wise please add

Subtotal Shipping & handling
$5.00-60.00 $2.50
$60.01-120.00 $5.00
$120.01-200.00 $6.00
Over-$200 $8.00

Add $5 shipping for Alaska, Hawaii, or Canada; or
add $25 for other countries. (Additional, if any, will be
invoiced at cost.) For overnight delivery or second-day
air, please call.

SHIP TO*

*Since we usually ship UPS, please give your street address, not a box number.

Check here if backorders are not okay.

Prices and policies subject to change without notice.
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ORDER FORM
National Collegiate Software of Duke University Press

6697 College Station
Durham, NC 27708

(919)684-6837

If you're thinking about using our software for a class, be sure to check
out discounts for volume orders and Affiliate Member institutions.

Title ISBN
Disk size

(3.5"
5.25")

Single
copies

Site
license

Unit Total
price

Subtotal
We accept institutional purchase orders, checks or credit cards
($U.S. only, please). Make checks payable to "National Collegiate Shipping & handling
Software," allowing two to three weeks for delivery. Purchases
may be returned within 10 days for full credit not including 5% sales tax (NC residents only)
shipping costs; we will of course replace defective, missing, or
damaged disks free if reported within 60 days of shipment. TOTAL

CREDIT CARD ORDERS

VISA MasterCard

Card number

Name on Card

Expiration date

Signature

Phone number

BILL TO

SHIPPING & HANDLING
We pay UPS shipping and handling on pre-paid
orders within the continental United States. Other-
wise please add

Subtotal Shipping & handling
$5.00-60.00 $2.50
$60.01-120.00 $5.00
$120.01-200.00 $6.00
Over-$200 $8.00

Add $5 shipping for Alaska, Hawaii, or Canada; or
add $25 for other countries. (Additional, if any, will be
invoiced at cost.) For overnight delivery or second-day
air, please call.

SHIP TO*

*Since we usually ship UPS, please give your street address, not a box number.

Check here if backorders are not okay.

Prices and policies subject to change without notice.



INDEX++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL MODELS 11
ATTRIBUTION THEORY 19
ATTSIM 20
BAYSHORE BLAST 14
BUDGETING DEMONSTRATIONS FOR PUBLIC

MANAGEMENT 27
C+I+G 7
CHINESE HOUSE GAME 17
CITES 13
COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH MODEL 25
COMPUTER EXERCISES FOR BUSINESS SPANISH
CONGRESS AND THE PRESIDENCY 18
CONVERSATIONAL REVIEWER 12
COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS 27
COUNTY BUSINESS PATTERNS ANALYSIS 27
COURSE MANAGER-PC 28
CRIME DATA DISK 4
CROSSTAT 30
CULTURAL DIVERSITY DATABASE 2
D=S 8
DATABASE GENERATOR 30
DECISION-MAKING 28
EASYQUANT 23
ECONOLAB 6
ECONOMICS PROGRAM DEMONSTRATIONS
ECONOMY DATA DISK 4
ECOTUTOR 8

ELECT 29
ELECT '88 29
ELEC. IRONIC ATLAS SHELL 9
ELECTRONIC ATLAS: UNITED STATES
ELIZA 30
EQUALIZER 28
ETHICS CASE STUDY SIMULATION
ETHNO 24
ETHNOGRAPHIC ATLAS 2
FAMSIM 11

15 FEATURE POSITIVE EFFECT
FEDERALIST PAPERS 28
FINANCING CENTERVILLE 27
FLEECE: COMPUTERIZED GERMAN
FOLLOWING ARGUMENTS 16
FORECASTING: SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMILY
FRENCH TEACHER 29
FUTURE POP 25
GENERAL FORECASTER 21
GEOGRAPHIC NAMES AND INFORMATION SYSTEM
GERMAN TEACHER 29
GRADUATE STUDENT DATABASE
GRAPHIC ARTS CODEBOOK 27
GREEK PRACTICE 15

27 GRIT REGIONAL INPUT-OUTPUT PROGRAMTEACHING
VERSION 5

GUTTMAN SCALOGRAM ANALYSIS 30

19

19

15

9

26

28

10

CATALOGS & FLIERS

We'll happily credit your account for $35 in new software (or send you a check for $25) if you'll distribute catalogs or flyers at academic
conferences and meetings. They can usually be shipped directly to your hotel or conference center and require little effort to set out. Give
a boost to computing in the humanities and social sciences, and help publicize our service!

Name:

Social Security Number.

Office Phone. Home Phone:

Your permanent address:

Shipping address we should use for the material:

Attn.

Name of Meeting.

Date of Meeting.

Estimated Attendance.

Location.

How will the materials be distributed (e.g., placed on table; placed
in registration packet; distributed at a panel)?

Date materials should arrive:

Preferred number of pieces.

Please return this form to
National Collegiate Software of Duke University Press

6697 College Station
Durham, NC 27708 ATTN Cindy Foltz
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HIGH STAKES OLIGOPOLY 27
HUMAN RELATIONS AREA FILES RESEARCH SERIES 2
INDUCT II/FAST II 29
INITIATION TO STRUCTURAL EXEGESIS 16
INTER-NATION SIMULATION IV 17
INTERACT/ATTITUDE 24
ITALIAN TEACHER 29
ITEM ANALYSIS 28
LOGIC: A COMPUTER APPROACH 29
LOTUS LEARNING SYSTEM 28
MACMOD 5
MAKING CHARLIE'S CHOCOLATES 6
MANAGEMENT STYLE ASSESSMENT 28
MAP: MULTTTRATT SCALING ANALYSIS 23
MAPSETS 9
MARKOV SIMULATOR 30
MEMLAB 19
MENU-STATS 22
META: META-ANALYSIS PROGRAMS 22
METAPHOR MACHINE 14
MODELING SYSTEMS OF KINSHIP AND MARRIAGE 3
MONTE CARLO MULTITRAIT MULTIMETHOD MATRIX

ANALYSIS 23
MULTITRAIT-MULTIMETHOD MATRIX ANALYSIS 30
NATIONS OF THE WORLD DATABASE 4
NEIGHBORHOOD SEGREGATION MODEL 30
OPERANT CONDITIONING 30
P/G°/o 28
PAIDAGOGOS: EXERCISES IN ANCIENT GREEK 29
PALEONTOLOGY AND ANTHROPOMETRY 27
PARENT ROLE & SELF ROLE ANALYSES 30
PC-DATAGRAPHICS AND MAPPING 22
PC-TEST ITEM DATABASE 28
PERT PROGRAM EVALUATION AND REVIEW 28
PHILO THE LOGICIAN 16
POLICY SIMULATIONS WITH A NEW ST. LOUIS MODEL
POPSHOW 24
POPSIM 24
POPULATION PYRAMIDS 30
POVERTY GAME 26
PRE - WRITING 14
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN! 18
PRISONER'S DILEMMA 28
PROBABILITIES 22
PROJECT ANALYSIS USING LOTUS 1-2-3 7
PSYCH-PLOT 22

PTREG: THE REGRESSION PROGRAM 30
QUIZMAKER 12
RENDEZ-VOUS FRENCH TUTORIALS 29
RESNOTER 13
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